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LOCAL AFFAIRS

URRI LL NATIONAL BAN
ELL8WORTH, ME.

K

Fortify Yourself
with the dollars; they come in
handy in
the ups and downs of life. Keep yonr account with ns; we have no inflated
values,
but give you full value consistent with the
sound business methods

Pursued

by

this Bank,

Having check aecodnt saves many mistakes, acts as a BRAKE ON YOUR EXPENDITURES and conserves your resourca

es.

We allow liberal
will pay you to
or wrl e.

interest.

It

investigate. Call

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Eastern Fire Ins Co—Statement.
Liability Ins Casualty Co of America—Statement.
Citizens Ins Co.
New England Tel & Tel Co—Petition.
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. G A Parcher—Dr
A C Daniels’ horse renovator powders.
In bankruptcy—Daniel D Daigle.
G A Parcher—Water glass.
M E Holmes—Insurance statements.
C W Grindal—Amatite roofing.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
Floyd market—Flour.
A I Richardson—Groceries.
West Tkbmont, Mb:
L Vv JRumill—Chester Robbins homestead
for sale.
South Penobscot, Mb:
Willard C Gray—Caution notice.
Bucksport, Mb:
Bucksport Nat’l bank—Statement.
E B Gardner & Son—Insurance statements.
Keenb, N H:
Peerless Casualty Co—Agents wanted.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFPICB.

In

MAILS RBCRIVED.

From West—7.18 a m; 4.28 and 5.08 p
From East—11.07 a m; 12.05, 5.55 and

HIGH GRADE BONDS

m.

10.22

p

m.

P09TOFPICB.

Going West—10.45, 11.80, a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a in: 4 and 5.30 p in.
No Sunday mail. Postofflce open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

CONSERVATIVE INVESTORS.

atmrrturmrnt*.

The members of the former City hose
are arranging for an entertainment Tuesday evening, April 19. A moving picture show will precede the dancing.
company

The committee appointed at the city
meeting Monday evening to purchase a
new road machine, has purchased a Climax machine, through H. E. Davis,
agent.
Mrs. Lydia C. Berry was pleasantly remembered Monday,, her eightieth birthday anniversary, by gifts and flowers and
letters of congratulation from many
friends.
Mrs. Herman Sinclair and Mrs. Perry
Bowden left Saturday for Minneapolis,
where their
husbands are employed.
Mrs. Bowden’s grandson, James Abram,
accompanied them.
There will be no rehearsal of the Ellschorus this week, but, unless notice is given to the contrary, there
will be one a week from to-morrow evening—Thursday, April 14.

worth festival

effect Oct. 4, 1909.

MAIL CLOSES AT

of the grand commandery, will pay hit
official visit. There will be work in the
order of the red cross this afternoon, a
banquet at 8.30, and work in the orders of
Temple and Malta this evening.

Miss Effle E. Davis has returned from a
visit of five weeks in Boston and vicinity.

The Ellsworth Automobile Co. has purchased a Maxwell touring car, which with
a competent chauffeur in charge, will be
for rent. Another Ellsworth man who
will join the ranks of automobilists this
year is Charles I. Staples.

There will be a meeting of the Hancock
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
COMING EVENTS.
County Orange Fair association in EllsMiss
Mabel
Maddocks
visited
friends
ELLSWOBTH.
The ladies of the relief corps will serve worth Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
at Bangor over Sunday.
"'Thursday, April 7, at G. A. R. hall
supper at G. A. R. hall to-morrow evening. At that time it is hoped to make final
Charles H. Lake is home for a visit with Supper by woman’s relief corps; 15 cental
Howard W. Dunn, jr., has returned to arrangements for the purchase of the fair
Thursday, April 7, at Hancock hall—
Bates college, after the Easter recess at ground. An additional director will be his parents, John E. Lake and wife.
elected.
John H. Cook visited relatives at Ban- Dairy school, under auspices of Ellsworth
home.
merchants’ association.
The boys' basket ball teams of Ells- gor and Auburn last week, returning
There will be a dance at Society hall
Tuesday evening, April 12, at Hancock
Saturday evening. Dancing school meets worth and Franklin played at Hancock home Saturday.
hall Monday evening. At the end of the
A. W. Ellis and wife entertained about hall—Lecture by George A. Wardwell, “A
Thursday evening.
Dash to the North Pole,” illustrated by
second half the score stood 16—16. The twenty-five friends at their home WedLygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work
9te reopt icon. Tickets, 25 cents, on sale at
the third degree to-morrow evening. A game was played off for an additional bas- nesday evening.
Moore’s drug store beginning to-day. AU
Ellsworth making the first basket,
ket,
her
Miss
Bertha
L.
will
follow.
millinery
Joy opened
banquet
seats reserved.
thus winning the game.
in
rooms
store
Saturday
formerly occupied
Ladies of the social circle of the Baptist
Tuesday evening, April 19, at Hancock
The
ball
Moore.
at
Hancock
Mrs.
hall
“wayback”
by
church are planning to have a supper and
hall—Entertainment and ball of former
last Friday evening under the auspices of
Hollis and Mabel Qiles came from Ama sale on Wednesday evening, April 27.
the Ellsworth merchants’ association was herst Sunday, the guests of Charles W. City hose company.
The regular monthly meeting of the
a social success, though the
attendance Smith and wife. MisB Giles will remain
Thursday, April 28, at county courtboard of trade will be held at its rooms in
waB not as large as hoped for.
a
road meeting under aushouse—County
Only
a few weeks.
here
hall
next
Hancock
Monday evening, April small
of those attending were
of the State department of highproportion
pices
&
Co.
are
making j
Whitcomb, Haynes
11, at 7.30.
in costume. The net proceeds were about
repairs this week at the Tisdale mill, pre- j ways.
STATE.
Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of |20.
for
season’s
the
to
starting up
paratory
Columbus, will have a sociable at Society
April 20-25, at Knight Memorial MethoA. Wardwell, of Bucksport, who, sawing.
George
hall this evening. A concert will precede
dist church, Calais—East Maine annual
as chief engineer of the Roosevelt, twice
Ticonic hose company held its annual sonference.
the dancing.
Bishop W. A. Quayle, of.
accompanied Commander Peary on exfor election of officers Tuesday
The firemen were called out Sunday af- peditions to the north pole, will deliver meeting
Oklahoma, presiding.
L.
Heath
was
chosen
Frank
evening.
woods
near
ternoon for a slight fire in the
his illustrated lecture, UA Dash to the
Charles A. Joy, clerk, and George
C. L. Morang’s house. It was promptly North Pole,” at Hancock hall next Tues- foreman,
The newspaper which has no uniforrm
C. Austin, treasurer.
rate for advertising space, and is satio*
extinguished.
day evening, April 12. The lecture is
!
wife
and
who
A.
John
Scott,
daughter,
fled to take what it can get for it, is a
The girls’ basket ball team of the high given under the auspices of the Ellsworth
have been here for a week’s visit with
Bchool went to Millinocket last Friday merchants’ association. The lecture will
cheap advertising medium, and the ad—
E.
Davis
and
Mrs.
Scott’s
parents, George
; sertxser need expect nothing but cheap
and played the girls’ team there, winning be illustrated by over 100 stereopticon
noon
for
left
Saturday
Monson, | results.—Lawrenceburg (lnd.) Press.
wife,
views.
by a score of 2-0.
where Mr. Scott’s school commenced MonThe ice left Patten’s pond March 31—
Alexander Livingston, of the steamer
SUforrttsnnntts.
day.
Nantucket, running from Boston to the earliest since 1902, when it went out
and wife came down from
Fred
E.
Grace
Norfolk, is spending a few days with March 29. Patten’s pond w'as the first in
Mr. Grace returnthis vicinity to open. The ice held on in Green Lake Saturday,
friends in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Grace will remain
in Green lake and Branch ponds ing Monday.
places
of
Green
or
Horace
F.
Lake,
Lord,
Capt.
weeks superintending
The early fishermen have here for several
announces the engagement of his daugh- until Monday.
some repairs and settling their house rebut few fish have so far been
ter Annie Louise to Linw’ood T. Beck- been out,
from Stillman Jordan.
brought into Ellsworth.
Bangor men cently purchased
with, both of this city.
For Good. New, Clean
several good fish at Green Lake
caught
The girls’ basket ball team from Bar
GREEN LAKE.
A few trout were taken from
Groceries,
Provisions, Flour, Fruit,
Sunday.
X
Harbor high school is expected here Fribelow the big dam in Ellsworth.
Confectionery, Tobacco and Cigars
R. I. Moore, employed at the hatchery, £
day to play a return game with the EllsAt a meeting of the school board last landed a six-pound salmon and a fourprices FOR CASH, at my new
worth high school girls.
J at lowest
store. Main St., near soap factory.
evening, Mrs. E. K. Hopkins was unani- pound trout.
^
The Maine street division of the Village
♦
elected
of
schools
mously
superintendent
GOODS DELIVERED.
Saturday Capt. H. F. Lord received his
improvement society will meet with Mrs. for the ensuing year. All the schools of
new launch, built by
Sawyer Bros., of
F. M. Gaynor to-morrow afternoon at 3
the city, including the high school will
A. I. RICHARDSON.
Milbridgs. She is twenty-eight feet in
o’clock. A full attendance is desired.
next
Monday, with the same length, seven feet beam, torpedo stern,
open
The April term of the supreme judicial teachers as during the past two terms, and this week will have installed a ten
Grey engine. She is a handcourt for Hancock county will convene
except in the West Ellsworth school, horse-powrer
Her name is Cuba.
some model.
Justice
next Tuesday, April 12, with
where a vacancy exists because of the
A number of Bangor men took advanGeorge E. Bird, of Portland, presiding.
of
who
has
HOUSE CLEANING WITHresignation
Roy Moody,
Lake
of
conclave
A special
Blanquefort been appointed a census enumerator. tage of the special train to Green
Among the lucky fishermen
commandery, K. T., is being held to-day, The superintendent was empowered to Sunday.
x OUT DUST.
were:
Harry Chapman,
eight-pound
afternoon and evening. Eminent Sir till the vacancy.
salmon; Leslie Allen two five-pound
Elroy H. Mitchell, grand captain general
salmon; F. Grose, fourand one-half-pound
Having purchased a Santo Vacuum
salmon, and a smaller one; Walter MacElectrical Cleaner, I am prepared to do
Dairy School in Ellsworth.
Laughlin, three and one-half-pound trout.
house cleaning without removing the furatmcrtianncnui,
The dairy school under the auspices of Eight or ten small trout were landed at
niture from the room or raising any dust.
the bridge by C. J. Nobie and F. J. Green.
the Ellsworth merchants’ association will
Operated from any electric light socket.
Prices very reasonable. Demonstrations
be held at Ellsworth to-morrow, with
Among the Sunday visitors were Harry
given if desired.
sessions forenoon, afternoon and evening. Chapman, F. D. Hight, B. D. Chapman, J.
The forenoon session will open at 10.30 P. Webster, John T. Bowler, G. C. Burr,
H. Pierce, I>r. F. H. Mead,
o’clock, when speakers will be introduced W. H. Sally, A.
WT. L. Miller, H. Nutter, F. J. Green, H. J.
George B. Jameson,
and questions prepared for the question
Covelle, W. L. Burbank, Alec White,
130 Water St.,
Ellsworth. Me.
box.
E.
D.
F.
Mason,
George W. Wescott,
_

—

We own and offer for sale the following list of securities
which were purchased after a most careful investigation by
our executive board:
BWOOR RAILWAY ft ELECTRIC Co. S’*, die IMS
MAINE ft NEW BRUNSWICK ELECTRICAL POWER Co. 5's, due 1926
OMAHA ft COUNCIL BLUFFS R'Y ft BRIDOE Co. S’s, due 1928
CANTON ELECTRIC Co. 5'«. doe 1937
LEWISTON. AUGUSTA ft WATERVILLE STREET R’Y. S's, due 1935
ASHLAND LIQHT, POWER ft STREET R’Y. S'*, due 1939

Nearly every one of the above bonds may be bought to
return an income of 5%, and in some cases even more.
We shall be glad to specify to those who will call or write.

UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth, Me.

A TRUST COMPANY LEADER:
On

a.basis of surplus

and profits in excess of capital, the Eastaccorded the top place in Bangor, and is 48th
among all the trust companies of the United States. We stood
57ih a year ago; are rapidly climbing, you see.
With over $3,500,000.00 in deposits, this institution ought to
appeal to YOU as a safe and favorite depository for YOUK
ern

Trust is

now

Eastern Trust &
BaNGOR, flAINE.

Call

29 ring 3

Banking Co.,

Branches at Old Town and Macbla*

T

*t »o

GOLDEN PHEASANT
A tea I

proml

am

sell, because

is

liked.

universally
an

it

to
so

T
E

vor; is stronger than

ordinary,
most

and

so

economical

nse.

A

more

pay

Tea than

we

for

ask for

Pheasant

if

you want to, but you
can’t
able

is
to

can

Golden

Has

fine fla-

exquisitely

You

get

a more

agree-

satisfactory
My easy price:

or

brew.

only 50c

a

sDontPaint
Your

'pfi

The afternoon session will open at 2.
State Orange Master Stetson will speak
on
“Dairying as a Paying Investment”. He will be followed by Prof. P.
A. Campbell, of the University of Maine,
on
“Breeding of Dairy Cattle”. The
question box will be conducted by State
Dairy Inspector Leon S. Merrill.
From 5.30 to 6.30 o’clock, supper will be
served at Odd Fellows’ hall, free to those
attending from out of town, and their

pound.

J. A. Haynes, P. 0. Square.
TWO

edly founded

it after

sulphur Is undoubtexperience, and it

upon

has been known to the medical proyears. Its use cleanses
the system of all scrofulous affections
and clears the
complexion. It Is good
in Chronic Rheumatism,
particularly
for those having a
tendency.

fession 2,000

gouty
is the time to try my SULPHUR and CREAM OF TARTAR LOZENGES.

PARCHER’S PHARMACY
Spring

Flowers

TULIPS, hyacinths, daffodils.

■LLSWORTH

QRIINHOU8L

For

Preserving Eggs

UP BY

O. A. PARCHER,

You don't have to coat it or paint
It is there to give
you lay it.
protection without further attention.

Druggist

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

NEW RESTAURANT
UMCNB saw# AT ALL HOMS.

Regular Dinner, 25 cents.
HERBERT COC8IN8, Prop’r.
Ellsworth
Gaynor Bldg, Water 8t,

be laid on the roof.

ready
Anyone can do the job.
Free sample and booklet
the asking.
to

Use one part of Water Glass to ten times as
much water that has been boiled. Pour into
some suitable Jar, drop eggs Into liquid until jar
is filled, leaving enough liquid over eggs to
cover them.
Place cover on jar and put in cellar
or some cool place.
PUT

layers of Coal Tar Pitch
rolled between two layers of
the best grade of waterproofed
felt with a top layer of real mineral
mailer, form Amatite Roofing.

Amatite is made in convenient rolls

DIRECTIONS:

Leavitt, J. W. White, Harry Torrens, John
MacDole, Charles Gorham, C. H. Mosher,
E. L. Barron, E. B. Hutchins, Amos Hardy,
Leslie Cutter, G.C. Roberts, Lyman Blake,
Frank L. Dennison,
Edgar
Emery,
William W. Abbott, R. Kimball, Walter
C.
J. Noble, H. J.
Higgins, Irving Nutter,
Covelle, C. M. Rich, M. E. Crowl y, Ed
Collison, Mr. Canfield, Charles Harlow,
Mr. Cobb, J. Thornton, Mrs. Drisco ana
daughter Margery.

are80cheai> 11 w,uw
>'ou to change your seed
1 have the following:
r U ti I
Green Mountain.
Norther,
Quick Lunch, Early
Early Harvest,.
Early Surprise, Irish Cobbler and the new
n/\Tn 1 mArn

111!

I

1

t

I II Lv

AROOSTOOK

UulJ

WONDER

W. II.

Butler,

worth. Maine,

ladies.

THE POPULAR WATER
IDEA
GLASS

of the value of

Telephone

for

sent

_.

Grass^eeds.
Kerosene Oil
the Barrel.

by

will
In the evening Prof. Campbell
speak on “The Economic Feeding of
Dairy Cows”, and Mr. Merrill on “How to
Measure the Value of Dairy Cattle”.
As one of the objects of the dairy school
it is hoped to create an interest in dairying in this section, and promote the es-

tablishment of

WATER STREET.

200 BARRELS
of the famous

creamery in Ellsworth.

Fire at Penobscot.
The
Penobscot, April 5 (special)
house, stable and outbuildings of Mrs.
Lenora Thompson, of this place, were
—

burned at 7 o’clock this morning.
The fire is attributed to a defective chimney. It started in the attic, and the
whole upper part of the house was in
flames when the Are was discovered. It i*
believed the Are may have been smouldering all night.
The houses of William B. Clement anti
Mrs. Annie Davis, adjoining the Thompson house, caught Are, but were saveti
without damage.
Most of the contents of the house and
stable were saved. The loss is estimated
at

C. W. GRINDAL,

a

Just Received

fl,500; insurance, |400.

A record it better than a prospect ut
Newepaper circulation ie what counts foi
advertisers.

ROYAL FLOUR
Recently Demonstrated

at

ELLSWORTH

FOOD

FAIR

On all orders received for this flour before April 15,
will be *6.60 per barrel. After that date price will
advance. Cash must accompany each order. Orders received by mail or telephone promptly attended to.

price

FLOYD

MARKET

Ella-

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning April 10, 1910.
Topic.—God is here.—Ps. exxxtx, 1-12.
Comment by Rev. Sherman H. Doyle,
D. D.
A knowledge of the writings and

fts Motto:

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is fer the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

especially the poetical writings of the
world is a part of a literal education.
It is necessary to the cultivated mind.
But when It comes to religious poetry
to be ignorant of the Psalms, the
greatest religious poems, is not recompensed by a knowledge of Dante. Mil-

and its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Com*mumentions must be signed, but the name of
com munications,

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Thm America*.
Ellsworth, Me.

In
ton. Tennyson and Browning.
loftiness of thought and in expressive
beauty of language we find nowhere
outside of this psalm the great attributes of God—His omniscience, Kis

His
omnipotence—so
omnipresence.
strikingly set forth. It is not surprising that this magnificent psalm should
be pronounced "the crown of the
The omniscience of God is
described in the first six verses. His
omnipresence from the seventh to the

bells;
The Book of Life the

twelfth verses, and after a denunciation of the wicked (13-1S) as the result
of meditation upon the Holy God His
omnipotence is described In the nineteenth to the twenty-second versse. and
the psalm closes with a prayer for

Try
And

God. and know my heart;
know my thoughts.
If there be any wicked way In

me, O
me and

see

And lead

me

in the way everlasting..

One striking feature of this psalm
which is a meditation upon the great
attributes of God is its individual application. The psalmist speaks not of
the greatest attributes of God as related to the people of the w&rid or to
the universe in which we live, but
“Thou
himself alone.
as related to
hast searched me and known me,** etc.,
God’s full knowledge of Himself;
"Whither shall I go from thy Spirit,’*
etc., God everywhere present to him;
"I
am
fearfully and wonderfully
made,” his omnipotence as applied to
his own creation, to which he adds,
"Wonderful are thy works, and my
This
soul knoweth (it) right well.”
characteristic of this psalm could be
applied with great force today. Men
think too much of their own greatness and not enough of God's. Moreover, meditation upon the supreme attributes of God will lead us to see our
own insignificance, our own weakness
and the absolute need of His perfect
knowledge about us. His constant presence with us and His almighty power
Since there is one who
to keep us.
knows all things, who is everywhere,
no matter where we may be. who has
all power to keep us at all times and
In all places, we should not try to
tread the pathway of life alone, but
put our life in His care and sovereign

keeping.
That God possesses the attributes
which the psalmist ascribes to Him is
not to be doubted.
1. God knows all things.
This the
psalmist learned by experience. (a>
He knows our thoughts.
“O Lord.
Thou hast searched me and knoweth
me. Thou understandeth my thoughts
afar off.” No matter how far we may
be separated from God, He knows our
thoughts, for in His omniscience "He
has searched us.” (b) God knows our
words, “for before a word is yet on
my tongue, for O Jehovah, Thou knowest it altogether.”
Before we speak
God knows what we shall speak,
(c)
He knows our ways.
"Thou art acwith
all
is
He
quainted
my ways.”
omniscient, knowing thoughts, words
and deeds. This fact should lead us
to guard our thoughts, speak only well
with our tongues and do only what
He would have us do.
2. God is here, everywhere.
How
strikingly the past sets forth the omnipresence of God. In heaven he can
say, “God is here;” in hell, "God is
here;” In any part of the earth, “God
is here;” in light or darkness, "God is
here,” for light and darkness are all
alike to God.
To Him night is as
light as day. No one can hide himself
from God. and no one need try it.
Adam tried it, but failed. Jonah had
enough in trying to run away from
God. The only way to flee from God
is to flee to Him in Jesus Christ.
3. God is omnipotent, all powerful.
This omnipotence is illustrated in our
creation and in all His works- wonderful or marvelous are the works. We
need search God far more than He
needs us. Let us therefore seek Him
in Christ and find safety beneath His

wings.
BIBLE

READINGS.

am

greeted her she
Madge*’? Learning
i

it was, she introduced herself. This was
my first meeting with Erne Stine.
I think at that time she had not contributed anything to the column, but she
had been so interested in the letters of the

God’s teaching and leading:

nieces and the talk

of

a

reunion,

that at

hour, being at a hotel in town,
she had walked a mile up hill lacing the
| hot sun to see Aunt Madge personally and
extend a most cordial invitation to her
cottage at Contention Cove.
This was one of the many, many
thoughtful kindnesses she loved to do.
j The next October, in acceptance of that
invitation, we gathered at the place
which, ever since, has seemed like a home
to ns. The bright, cheerful, open fire that
glowed a welcome was but the symbol of
the greeting we always received as year
after year we wended our various ways to
the cottage. How many memory pictures
we have stored in our minds of those red
letter days!
!
What a schock we all experienced when
the unexpected news came to us that her
! life-work was ended!
Truly, we had
never thought
that that coult} be. We
the

noon

had

!

accepted

her

gracious hospitality,

and

think she knew how fully we appredated it. Many will recall her unnumbered deeds of kindness. She was always
thoughful of others, thoughtful of their
needs; thoughtful of their happiness, and
to all this circle of Mutual friends and
helpers she will continue to be a living
we

reality.
Although they meet with us no
the shores of time, we cherish a

more on

or

society.

The King’s Business First.
A young English miner In order to
attend to his duties as superintendent
at a Junior Christian Endeavor society
sacrifices one shift of his work every
week. The King’s business first!

to say that

rections have done
more for me than
anything else and I
bad the nest physi1 can
cians here.
i
_do my work and rest
well at night I believe there is nothing like the Pinkham remedies.”

(and your)

auntie

have

a

now.

“Don’t tell me you are]too old. Age is all imagination. Ignore years and they will ignore
you.”
Also the following from Oliver Wendell
Holmes:
“At sixty-two life has begun;
At seventy-three begin once more;
Fly swifter as thou near’st the sun
An£ brighter shine at eighty-four.
At ninety-five
Shoulds’t thou arrive,
Still wait on God and work and thrive.”

Another old friend has been heard from.
B. J. A. has already done some housecleaning, and she has advanced a strong
argument in favor of early spring clean-

ing.

She sayB:

1

thought I would try and get through this
year so as to eujoy the month of June.
I always manage to be into the cleaning when
everything is calling, in the lovely June
weather.

|

!

served.

displacements, inllam-

not cure

you?

If you want special advice write
Mrs. Pinkbam, Lynn, Mass.,for it.
It is free and always helpful.
for the mat—to toast bread on it. The bread
comes off a rich brown.
Will someone kindly tell me how to make
rye bread? This is my recipe for
Rye Gems—One cup rye meal, one cup flour,
one cup sour milk, one-quarter cup molasses,
one teasDOon soda, salt.
Bake tn quick oven
in heated gem pan.
1 hope some of you will answer D’s
inquiries promptly so that the rhubarb
recipes may be made use of this spring.
Thanks for your letter, D. Come again.

and the

_

ISLE, 296, DEER ISLE.
Deer Isle grange held its regular meeting March 28. The first and second degrees were conferred on one candidate.
Only a few were present, but a good meeting is reported.

and Mrs F A Noyes
Resolved that -everence is less
developed in boys and girls of to-day
than in the last generation. Affirmative, Schoodlc grange, W’inter Harbor; negative, Cushman, Gouldsboro.

Mrs. William H. Robbins returned
Deer Isle Saturday.

R. E. Dority has received his appointment as census enumerator for this town.
Miss

Florence

of the sisters please send me her rule?
The past two springs I have thought I’d try
to get a rhubarb pudding recipe through the
column, but each spring rhubarb had given
place to something else before I had made my
request. So I come early in the season this
year, for these warm days remind us that
rhubarb and other green stuffs of the garden
will soon be ready for our eating.
Well, Aunt Madge, were you not glad to
hear from Aunt Emma? I was mnch relieved
to know she had not fallen a victim to the
buffalo bug nor to the sulphur fumes.
Have any of you tried C’s suggestion for
baking potatoes on an asbestos mat on top of
the stove? I have, and think it is a fine idea.
An aunt of mine gave me an additional use

Foley’s Kidney Remedy will cure any case
of kidney and bladder trouble not beyond the
reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.
O. A. Parchbr

Morgan

has

returned

from West Brooklin, where she has been

employed.
Miss Imogene

Grant

has

finished

her

school in Fort Fairfield, and returned
364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
At the last meeting of Highland grange home Friday,
there were thirty-four members present.
At the Baptist church Sunday evening
The literary program consisted of vocal the ordinance of
baptism was administered
and instrumental music and an interesting to seven candidates.
resilos
on
the
master,
worthy
by
paper
Miss Madelia H. Small returned Thursmarks on potato raising by Homer Lowell
day from Steuben, where she has been
resThe
E.
Gross.
Leach
and
E.
George
her aunt, Mrs. William Googins.
! olution condemning the bill to repeal the visiting
H.
March 28.
and
was
on
discussed,
oleomargarine
| tax
favoring
were
also
is
resolutions
Mrs. C. A. Conary
presented
employed at
Traveler’s Home.
i parcel post.
Mrs. Frank Leighton is keeping house
RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOK8VILLK.
Owing to the extreme bad traveling for J. A. Closson.
F. A. Holmes and wife recently returned
thirty members met at the ball on March
31 and a regular session was held. Visitors from a trip to Boston.
Milwere present from North Sedgwick.
A. G. Sargent, of Newton, Mass., called
ton Beckwith, of Ellsworth, gave us a fine on friends here
Sunday.
talk on grange work. A report was given
will take his family to
Bridges
Raymond
by the secretary of the standing of the Caribou this week, where he has
employgrange. We have a membership of 126, a ment.
deposit of fl37 infcthe Belfast bank, and
F. F. Linscott and wife, of Ellsworth,
|33.79 on hand in the treasury; total $170.79.
were guests of Mrs.
Linscott’s brother,
H. A. Small and wife, last week.
NICOLIN, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicolin grange held an interesting meetAt the regular meeting of Columbia
ing April 2, with Worthy Master Camber chapter, O. E. 8., Friday evening, the
in the chair and officers all present but worthy matron called all special meetings
four. The| final degrees were given one off until further notice.
candidate. The grange voted to procure
George Giles, who has been employed by
a set of the new manuals.
Dr. Hagerthy the past year, has moved to
After business the lecturer presented a North
Brookiin, and L. Wescott, of
short program. The question, “Resolved
Brooksville, has taken his place.
that men are more
inquisitive than
H.
April 4.
women,” was decided as read. Question
for next meeting, “Resolved, there is more
ASHVLLLE.
_

_

money from
commercial

of potatoes raised on
fertilizers than any other

an acre

crop.”
At the close 'of the meeting cake and
coffee were served to |twenty-seven members and one visitor. The grange will
have a dance and supper May 2.
lamoine, 264.

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting March 29, with W. O. William R.
King in the chair. One application was
received, and the lecturer presented an
interesting program. The question for
discussion >ras, “Should anything but
dollars and cents be counted as income
on the farm?”
_

HARVEST HOME,

403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange met April 2. with
a
large attendance and visitors from
Ala in oosoo k and Bayside granges. After
business the meeting was left to the
lecturer and a fine program was listened
to. All responded to the lecturer’s call.

E. D. Noyes has been working
Hammond’s recently.

ai

Wylie

Mrs. Joan Sargent is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Emma Pettee.
Mrs. Charles Hanna, of Auburn, was
the guest of her brother, E. E. Hammond,
this week.
John Tracy and wife, of West Gouldsboro, have been visiting relatives and
friends here the past week.
W. M. Pettee, who has been suffering
with rheumatism this winter, was suddenly taken with appendicitis and was
operated upon in the Bangor hospital Fri-

day.

H. H. Havey
Harbor Monday.

was

a

passenger to

Bar

March 28.

meeting the young people
furnish the program and fill the
choirs. The young folks will entertain
every other Saturday evening. The meetings have been well attended, considering
the bad traveling.

DOES THIS MEAN

YOU?

Indigestion, sour stomach, constipationthen headache, backache and a general miserable feeling. Do yon known that the pleasant herb tea. Lane's Family Medicine (Lane’s
Tea) move the bowels each day and will remove all these troubles almost
Immediately f
If you do not know it, get a package to-day at
any druggist’s or dealer’s (J6c.)

Fred

Bean

pleasantly

was

HANCOCK POINT.
at home for the
Master

Colby Chester is
vacation.

C. F. Chester and

son

Charles

w

ent to

Bangor Friday.
George Martin and wife went to Bar

Saturday.

C. A. Penney has gone to Banger
his son, 8. C. Penney.

visit

Friends here of Mrs. Knima Carter, of
to hear of hi
uh
week. Mrs.
„rter
leaves a husband and three childn
also
a mother, three brothers »nd t
Mrs. Carter was a kind might)
».vs
ready to do a kindness for urr.
id a
true friend, who will be s dly n

Nicolin, were pained
from pndumonia last

April

4.

StrtjrdiMTim.

4>

Silver Threads Amongst the Gold
“Darling, I am growing old. silver
threads amongst the gold shine uj-on ray
brow to-day. life is fading fast away.”
Thus runs one of the old, old songs.
There is always a note of sadness and regret attached to the coming of gray hair
prematurely, aa if the hand of time were
ruthlessly checking off the pleasant hours

youth and laughter. Remedy after
remedy baa been exploited for the restoring of gray hair to its natural color,

of

but the one that has stood the test of
years and proved the most pleasant and
ia HAY’S HAIR HEALTH. Thi*
‘reliable,
time-tried preparation succeeds where
others fail. It is one of these safe and
dependable remedies that it is a pleasure
to recommend. HAY'S HAIR HEALTH
restores gray hair by furnishing to the
hair roota the exact nourishment that

K

G.

MOORE.

Ells wot Ui.

I-■--

Harbis
PANACEA
FOR CRAMPS.
Make

sure you get it today
and be prepared for audden
cramps, when your physician may be miles away.
It ia

a

vcritabi.

Thur/loi? & Kinyburj)' BangorJIa.'

through your throbbing temples—there's a
remedy—TRUE'S Elixir. It's a reliable remedy
for
“everyday ills." Sets your stomach right
when it s “off." Makes digestion strong and
active. Keeps the liver
working, the blood
pure and the nerves steady as a clock. Fewer
headaches for those who take

TRUE’S
ELIXIR
Keeps you and yoar children well”

^ubetteruwPit?

eVCryb0dy’ young and 0l<1, in the sunshine~ha<i!it

the'worilTover
I

last.

Elixlr are '“TQunJed are
nrWf>n^ef^u*
P™*"**- *«ny ariimported

WtliMn.,

OW- J. F. THUS A CO.

Nothing

re-

vives and gives them new life and vigor.
It is not a aye. It works pleasantly and
effectively. All reliable druggists sell It
for 60c. and a dollar. Booklet containing
further information on the “Care of the
Hair” will be forwarded for 2c. by
Philo Hay Specialties Co., 30 Clinton St.,
Newark, N. J., U. 8. A.

Headache!

known

iur.

prised to learn that her ticket drew the
quilt given by a lottery, the proceeds of
which went to Mrs. Fanny Leighton.
April 4.
Phoebe.

Don't let the demons of pain drive hotspikes

Libby Wilbur, of Eastbrook, has employment in town.
SEDGWICK, 244.
Mrs. Bradbury Smith and Miss Vera are
A regular meeting was held
April 1,
visiting relatives in Steuben.
with Worthy Overseer Closson in the
Mrs. Adelbert Hooper, of South Goulds- chair. After
business, the literary pro|
boro, visited her sister, Mrs. V. B. Gordon, gram was taken up. The
j
question, “Relast week.
solved, that women should have the right
Miss Josephine Bunker has returned to to vote,” was discussed in affirmative
by
Northeast Harbor and Miss Minnie Bun- worthy overseer, and negative by Sister
ker from Millinocket, having
spent the Clara Clapp. Decided in the negative.
There were quotations by members.
winter there.

ONE CONDUCTOR WHO WAS CURED.
Mr.
Wilford_ Adams is his name, and he
writes about it: "Some time ago I was confined to my bed with chronic rheumatism. I
used two bottles of
Foley’s Kidney Remedy md dealers sell it for fiO cents.
with good effect, and the third bottle
put me
on my feet and I resumed work as conductor
on the Lexington,
Feel languid, weak, run-down?
8treet Railway. It
Headache?
Ky.,
gave me more relief than any medicine I bad
Ito mac h “off”? —Just a plain case of
lazy
ever used, and it will do all
claim
in
cases
you
iver. Burdock Blood Bitters tones liver and
of rheumatism. Foley’s Kidney
Remedy cures j
rheumatism by eliminating the uric acid from j 1 tovnach, promotes digestion, purifies the
the blood. Q. A. Parchbr.
1 tlood.—Advt.

soon.

Mrs.

Phoebe.

The Sullivan creamery stockholders held
meetings at Hanna’s ball two evenings
last week.
The directors chosen were
Henry Preble, of Sullivan; Fred Orcutt, of

At the next

MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Friday evening, April 1, with
the alert to catch all ideas for the adsixty-two patrons present, including
vancement of our schools.
twelve visitors from Bay View
grange.
The Golden Rule society held an enjoy
After business, the flrst degree was conable sociable at the Hooper-Havey hall
ferred on one sister and the second on
last week. Especial mention should be
four brothers and two sisters.
During
made of the tableaux under the direction
the lecturer’s hour the
overseer, S. L.
of Mrs. Charles Watson.
Burns, gave a talk on fruit. There were
The whist club was entertained by Mrs. songs and
solos, phonograph selection and
F. E. Pettingill Saturday evening, with the
question, “What shall we plant this
Paul Simpson, of Sullivan and Dakota, month?” was
opened by W. M. Julien
Miss Anna Sibley, of Chelsea, and William
Emery, of Bay View grange who, in his
of
Goodwin,
Burlington, VI*, aa guests of inimitable way, gave a very practical talk
honor.
on the hen and how to set
her, and also
Twenty-nine members of Oasis chapter, how to break her up by providing every0. E. 8., went to Winter Harbor Monday thing for her needs but a nest. There were
in response to an invitation extended by cake and coffee for sale at recess.
The third degree will be conferred at
Rubie chapter, O. E. S. The cordial reception, delicious banquet and delightful the next meeting.
ride made the tiip a memorable one.
Vox Populi.
MAJUAVILLE, 441.
April 4.
Mariaville grange held an
interesting
meeting Saturday evening with a small
AN AWFUL RECORD.
attendance. There were many good sugEvery year thousands of men and women
lie of kidney disease who might have been gestions offered and many interesting re:ured if its presence had been discovered in marks made. The
literary program was
;ime aad a
prompt treatment with Kidnets well rendered, consisting of
If you have backache, kidney
adopted.
readings,
rouble or ether symptoms of kidney disease,
>egin using Kidnets immediately. Druggists

borne

OUNCE OF PREVENTION

will

WEST SULLIVAN.

Wednesday.
W. M. Peftee, who was operated
npotr
for appendicitis in Bangor
recently i»
gaining. Hia friends hope to aee ‘him

Harbor

Miss Abbie Sanderson is home from
Waterville for a vacation of two weeks.

Well, that is really a'good stimulant for
Adelbert Gordon attended the meeting
beginning the spring work. I mean to of the Penobscot Valley teachers’ associaprofit by it.
tion at Bangor Friday. Mr. Gordon is on
_

from

UIQ11 LAND,

_

All we can aay to you in regard to out
side of the continent is that there is nc
snow on the ground at this
date, April 1,
and the sap is flowing in the maples and
the spring birds, like robins and sparrows,
have arrived, and so we have
some
evidences of spring.
Aunt Madge.

carried

DEER

—

mation. ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-down feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness, or nervous prostration.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
suffering women owe it to themselves
to at least give this medicine a trial.
Proof is abundant that it has cured
thousands of others, and why should it

Mrs. Sadie Bartlett and several
other
ladies gave Mrs. Lelia Johnson, of
j-j^,
a
Sullivan, surprise party on her birthday

Report of granges
Paper, President Grant. .MrsCharles W Tracy

251.

out,
program was
At the
drill caused much enjoyment.
close, ice-cream and fancy cookies were
well

Mrs. Clara Franks, R. F. I)., 3*o. 3,
Knoxville, Iowa.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham 8
roots
Vegetable Compound, made from
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
women
(
used with perfect confidence by
who suffer from

Opened by

community?’*

COUNTY

your medicines and
kind letters of di-

Pasadena, Cal., March 18,1910.
Dear Aunt Madoe:
•
Last evening we had a downpour of rain in
big drops for a few minutes; consequently,
this bright sunny morning Nature’s gems of
every kind and hue sparkle in the sunlight
with dazsling brilliancy.
printed only two weeks ago.
Aunt Nellie
and I rode through cross
“Our sorrow never comes in vain.
streets, into byways and along hedgerows,
The flowers are sweetest after rain.
out into nearby suburbs of the city, where we
The touch of grief but makes us strong
could gather popies. of which aunt is so fond
To sing a nobler, truer song.”
and over which she enthuses so much.
I wish you and all the Mutuals could go
The warm sympathies of all are exwith me into my garden this minute, to see
tended to Mrs. Wyman’s family.
what you think of it.
The vegetables are
coming right along, sure. Peas making pod,
For the many Easter remembrances, I and there are plenty in the market at 10 cents
wish to thank the (givers, and would be a pound. We had a nice mess for our dinner.
glad to answer each by letter it 1 could. .O! and they were so sweet!
My cucumbers are up and my oranges on
Will try to do so later.
the trees look like great balls of gold. I wish
I could fill your peck basket with them. 1
It was a great pleasure and relief to hear know you would enjoy looking at aud eating
from Aunt Sue. Her sunshine mottoes them.
Probably you would adorn youi
mantel with some of the biggest of them.
will appear next week, but this quotation
8usan.
for her
old
shall

Gen. xxvill, 10-17: Josh, i, 1-7; Ps. Dear Aunt
Madge and M. B. Si stern:
cxxi; John iv. 21-24; xiv, 17-23; xv, 1-9;
I’d like to know how to make a rhubarb
Matt. i. 22. 23; xvlii. 20; xxviii, 19, 20; pudding, using rhnbarb and bread crumbs,
and how to make the sauce for it. Will some
Acts xvii, 22-34.

"Work, Work."
Martin Luther when once asked by
his friends what his plans for the following day were answered: "Work,
•work, from early until late. In fact, I
have so much to do that I shall spend
the first three hours in prayer.”
A
“model Endeavorer” will pray.
“There are two little words in our
language which I’ve always admired,”
aald John Williams, missionary to the
south sea Islands. “They are try’ and
trust.’
They are both in our pledge.
Every year the West Point cadets
build a pontoon bridge just as If they
were in the enemy’s country and had
no other way of crossing the river.
Kndeavorers become competent church
workers because of their training in
church work in the Christian Endeav-

glad

s,?

Qerwll
Following is the program for the meeting ot Green Mountain Pomona with
Milton Johnson has repaired ano
paino*.
Cushman grange, Gouldsboro, Wednesbis house recently.
day, April 27:
Fletcher
Martin
has
moved bis
Frank Libby
AddreM of Welcome.
[ami, *
mill house in East
Sullivan.
Response.Austin 8 Stover into the
discus*
poMrs. Georgia Robertson visited
Topic: “Should the grange
litical questions which affect their
brother, Elwood Hammond, this week
G W

Brooklin grange held its regular meeting Tuesday evening, March 29, with forty
NEWS.
patrons and one visitor present. After
business, the lecturer presented the folEthel
Candage;
lowing program: Reading,
SEDGWICK.
song, Grace Nutter; reading, Elsie SherJ. W. Paris was in Bangor Friday.
Goose
Mother
Leona
Kane;
man; song,
Mrs. L. W. Guptill is having an atUck
medley by the ladies; sheet and pillow
The of neuralgia.
case drill by eleven young ladies.

u iutw

sense of
their associations with us in such a way
that Bea, Ego, Ruby, Novice, E. A. G., Day
and now Erne Stine, still retain a place in
our column and our interests.
Her last
contribution was a tribute to E. A. G.

place

BROOK LIN,

E«.t Sullivan; John Tracy, of
Ashvilki
W. R. Havey, of North
Sullivan;
of
Eaat
Sinclair,
Sullivan; Woodbury
gent, of West Goulds boro, and
w
of
Pond
Wilkinson,
diatrict.

He,,**;

GREKN MOUNTAIN POMONA, 26.

Debate.

Thursday, May 6— Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Massapaqua grange,
South Bluehill.

E. Pinkham's \ egetable Compound
and Liver Pills, and

M. B. Friends:
One warm day in early summer seven or
1
eight years ago, a pleasant-faced little lady
as

«vvn

and grange

__

Goulds boro.

Knoxville, Iowa.
pains low down in my riffht

aim

songs

_.

home

reason.

"I suffered with

unui

p*per.

DATES.

ble Compound Cured Her
—

stories, conundrums,

Recess
Wednesday, April 27—Meeting of Green Conferring fifth degree
Mountain Pomona with Cushman grange, Music, piano,violin....Mr

LydiaEPiflkhain*s Vegeta-

shining record tells.
—Browning.

to my door, and
said:
“Is this Aunt

good

■

Dear

came

AFTER
DOCTORS
FAILED
side for a
year or more and was so weak and nervous that I could not do my work. I
r
—■—•’—n wrote to Mrs. I*ink■.

The sweetest lives are those to duty wed,
Whose deeds, both great and small,
Are close-knit strands of an unbroken thread.
Where love ennobles all.
The world may sound no trumpets, ring no

Psalms.”

Search

“Helpful and Hopeful

3mong the ©rangers.
This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

MADGE".

BT "AOKT

EDITED

I

atrfwTtisnnntt*

filutual Brnt&t Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

B family
BO*, tt.oo.

Auburn, Ms.

is too good for

the best families in New York.
Fifth Avenue Coffee is the favorite
beverage of New York’s best families.
Try it and see if it isn’t good enough for
you and your family.
In sealed, air-tight fins
35c the full pound.

OLD BLUEHILL
DAYS AND WAYS.
Bhiehill “reunion"

held In Boston
Saturday, Feb. 12. A brief report of the
Feb.
It
laane of Thb
In the
Heir
Mrs.
American- The following paper by
Until
Btone, was read.
t-ernllne Hinckley
for Thb American
0>i ii has been Impossible
Its promise that the paper should
A

ni

Father Fisher’s for an earlier
one, and
who oan calculate the iuBuences for
good
that have come down through the
years to
ua from the livee of thoee
two old-time

local aona of Neptune when the]
happened to the “other feller”. The unlucky wight who waa hang ap on the
trianglea waaalwaya the batt of all the

clergymen.
In

reat, who Beamed to be oblivions to the
fact that a similar fate waa aura to overtake the laat one of them aooner or later
in the course of their navigating.
Because oar homes were far from the
centers of “society”, do cot for a moment
believe that we did not have oar recreations. Several times ia the summer, after
haying was over and the powers that were
could tarn their attention to leaser
matters, some schooner that happened to
be in the harbor was chartered; a general
invitation was issued and nearly the entire community would start for a day’s
sail, leaving behind only those who, were
superannuated or those who, from a
chronic disposition to sea-sickness, felt
“discretion to be the better part of valor”.
It was usually the Merchant or the Mossasoit, with kindly “Uapt. Luther" at the
helm, that took us down to Long Island,
where the fish were only too glad to be
caught; where clams were to be had for
the digging, and the moss-covered ledges
were blue with berries.
Mrs. Herrick, of Bethel, who has
written the most delightful reminiscences
of Bluehill that it has been my happy fortune to read, says of these expeditions:
“I never expect to experience anything so
delightful as those cruises. We used to

reaped EUaworth la now far and
■»«y ahead of BlnehiU, in its well-aupappeared
ported and energetically carried on Village improvement aociety. I am (old that
alnoe ita inauguration the beautiful
city
U, fulfill
fairly ahinea with neatneaa and order.
••St an early date.-Ep.]
Uluehill
bomca
and the grounds surNow,
appear
them are alnioet without an exAnd bo the Bluehill rnnnlon la “on” rounding
and to-night we greet the dear old ception kept in an irreproachable atate. I

friends, the

facet

so

familiar to na-thoae

left.

who
These two functions of eastern Maine—
Ellsworth—have become
of Bluehill and
and settled Institution each
an established
our adoption. We
winter in the city of
what we
of Bluehill make np in quality
did
lack in quantity. Ellsworth always
outrank us in sise and numbers, bnt never
in any other desirable quality.
I wonder do the descendants of the Ellsworth folk whom I knew so well in the
come to Paul Revere
days that are gone,
bail tn assist in their merry-making? If
to avail myeelf of
so, I should be tempted
ol
the invitation extended to all natives
Hancock county, and make one of the
assemble there.
company that will soon
are

Ellsworth

hea

always

been

doaeiy

allied

Bluehill.
How many of ue remember the Ameriof
can house under the able management
Mine Hoat Tinker? “Court week” was
something worth while in thoee palmy
be in the
days. It was my good fortune to
charmed circle of the law then. Many a
time have 1 driven over with my father
when be went to make one of the comwho gathered in the courtpany of soIods
house on the hill.
Well do I remember toe enthusiastic reception we always received as we drove up
to the broad piazza of the hospitable hostelry. At once the doors flew open, and
to

rushed Ben-(everybody knew Ben)
and smiles. We were landed with
it
as much cm press me nt and ceremony as
we were of the blood royal, and escorted
to the parlor at the right of the entrance.
out

all bows

In the w inter there was always a glowing
Are in the open grate, so comfortable after
our long ride.
tietting warmed and rested, the next
thing was to find Mrs. Tinker. We had to
seek her in the domestic regions, for she
“looked well to the ways of her household', and great doings were going on in
the hotel kitchen daring this, the great
week of the year. Never, however, was
she too busy to be prevented from giving a

cheery

welcome

to

me

whom

Bhe

had

known from a child as “Squire Hinckley’s
little girl”.
Then there were the four daughters of
the house, celebrated for their beauty even
in that locality where pretty girls were
the rule rather than the exception. Never,
in later years, hare I seen occasion to

change my then childish opinion that
were the handsomest girls 1 had ever
or ever

expected

to

they
seen

see.

Then caine dinner, and such a dinner!
No French chef of the present degenerate
times could hope to attain such perfection.
Soup, before whose appetizing
flavor Julien and Campbell would hide
their diminished heads. And the turkey!
Boasted to the exact approved shade of
crisp brown, and fragrant with delicious
stuffing', gravies, vegetables and all access
sories unparalleled!
luru

imucv

pic,

pic,

Hppir

pic,

pumpkin pie, custard pie and plum pudding! Oh, did the unlucky wight who
took the whole business suffer the agonies
of dyspepsia in those days? I can answer
for myself—no, and again no; for nothing
could have tempted me to forego the delight of sampling every one of Mrs.
Tinker’s pies and the pudding as well.
And now, just here let me bear witness
to the perfection of the four best-known
hotels of Hancock county as they were in
their palmy days—the Robinson house in
Bucksport, under the lengthy stewardship
of Mr. Moses; the American house in
Ellsworth, managed as I have so imperfectly described; the Bluehill house, w'ith
the late Mrs. Hinckley of beloved memory
in efficient charge, and the Travellers’
Home in Sedgwick, when the Doritys,
father and son, and their wives, made it a
home indeed to all who entered its hospitable doors.
What if there were not so much of style
and show as obtains nowadays? The essential
requirements were all there—a
warm
welcome, a comfortable room, a
first-class meal. The travelling public will
go far before they will now find such a
quartet.
I remember some of the
“knights of the
green bag” who used to gather around
Mine Host Tinker’s festive board. There
was
the dignified Charles Abbott and
Hezekiah Williams, of Castine; Judge
Tuck, of Bucksport, probate Judge in Hancock county for
forty years, a gentleman in
every sense of the word; Mr. Robinson, of

Ellsworth,

of

whom it

was

said,

“he

was

good lawyer and an excellent citizen”;
Mr. \V is well, father of the late lamented
chief-justice; George S. Peters and George
Herbert, also residents of EUsworth;
Arthur F. Drink water,
judge of the
municipal court and editor of The American from 1872 to
1878; Charles Lowell,
a

Ellsworth’s editor, merchant, character;
the stately Theodore Woodman, who, my
informant says, “settled in Bucksport as a
reliable lawyer and continued so through
lite”; Judge Cunningham and Charles
Spofford; then there was my own father,
who died at the age of sixty-six, and I can
remember when he seemed, to my childish
mind, older than a centennarian now
would.
All these, and many more who have
passed off life’s stage, formed the really
able contingent of the
of eastern

lawyers

Maine. Ellsworth and Bluehill had still
another bond of sympathy in that “man
of God”, “Saint”
Tenney, who hardly
knew which town he did
belong to, so
loved and revered was he in both. His
work for a later generation was like

one

remember the laat time that I waa in my
native town, atopping often to admire the
graaay terranea and doeely-cropped lawna
that aurround the town ball; they were
beautiful, a credit alike to the Janitor and
to the town.
But directly acroaa the atreet, the vacant
lot between the old Fiak manaion (called
now, I believe, tbe Exchange) and the
houae above, waa a howling wilderneaa of
tangled weeds and a vigorous growth of
burdocks; it seemed to be a hospital for
all the superannuated and dilapitated
vehicles that could be mustered, and a
convenient
dumping-place for refuse.
And tbis in the very heart of the village.
Who is responsible for the abatement of
such abuses? Is it a case of what is
everybody's business ia nobody’s? It seems as
if the summer residents who pay so large
a proportion of the town taxes should be
considered in matters like this, and a
small part, at least, of their
money, be expeoaea in removing such abominations.
How many of my friends present this
evening remember the first steamboat
that made her appearance in our waters?
Should Uncle Sam’s entire white squadron
drop anchor between Long Island and the
Neck some bright morning, it would not
create half the sensation that did the
the arrival of the little side-wheeler T. F.
Hecor, in those primitive days.
There was no wharf for her accommodation, and rather than brave the unknown
dangers of the “Narrows” and the
“Middle” ground”, her complement of
passengers and freight was delivered in
boats off the “Harding Shore”.
Every
mother’s son and daughter among the
children were on hand to assist that

never-to-be-forgotten morning, you

®nd cure for croup where the
*nd immediate relief a vita)

dro«0r

op.
from

go

tnrougn me narrows

away

out into tne

the big bay, end land nsnally on Long
island to have dinner.
One could not
come in our larger craft very near the
beach, so had to be set ashore in small
boats; that was wildly exciting! There
was a deep sense of responsibility if one’B
father was at the helm. The old sea-dogs
used to chaff each other about the management of the craft, and I never felt comfortably sure how much of it was fun.
Once “she” careened so shockingly that
the picnic baskets all rolled down to the
starboard side and water broke in over the
rail upon them. One good lady declared
with tears that she wished she had never
left the washtub. Of course, in her
fright, she got a little mixed. No woman
in good and regular standing ever washed
on any day but Monday, and in an orthodox community no pleasure excursion was

may
had

K1TTKRY. TO CARIBOU.

most

on

the familiar pews,

now

ever

planned

for

a

day

people them

apart to those

set

hardly come to a bearing state, one did
not, so far as the fruit question was concerned, measure up to the privileges of the
fortunate state had
tion when

a

However,

child.

present-day

an

this

occasional

trader took

by

us

un-

mitiga-

storm.

As

remember them, they were a kind of
floating junk-shop w’hich brought to us
children the most w'onderful things, “as
they sailed, as they sailed,” and their annual arrival at the town wharf was an
I

epoch

in

tne tne

uvea or

every

one

oi

us.

Boston apples; such figs,
dates and nuts; candies, the like of which

Such oranges and

Huyler

never

dreamed of

—

old-fashioned

boardering

the

smooth,

bright tin pails? And could
flsn chowder measure up to those
concocted by “Uncle Lote”? And as for
clam-bakes! Those even of Providence, R.
I., where they originated, could not be
thought of, even in the same day with
those presided over by Mr. Newton and
Fred Steven9. Such coffee as was brewed
over
the blazing camp-fire! Its aroma
comes down to me through the long years
baskets and

j
|

every (ace is pictured
and clear-cut as a

on

my memory

sharp

Alter

tbe

cameo.

without price”

so

far

as

the “coin of the

matter

flavor

il the

was

a

I

wealth among our compeers was
estimated by the size of our pile of junk.
Small wonder that fathers and mothers
hunted long and fruitlessly for the missing household hardware long after the
“trader” sailed away.
The “little bay” is full of rocks and
shoals. A friend of mine says of it: “That
is a deceitful little bay, just like some
people—all fair and smiling, and planning
our

you aground at any
minute.” There is great danger, unless
one keeps a steady head and hand, of running, in local parlance, “right slap bang
onto the triangles”; many the expedition
that has come to grief on the triangles or
the half-tide ledge.
One of my earliest recollections is of
trotting down street, tight hold of
to

trip you up

or run

and
my father's hand, on an occasion,
meeting one of our local “Cap’D Cuttles”
who greeted him in this wise [prefacing

information with a saline ejaculation];
“Wa’al’, 'Squire, there’sCapt. Stene [Capt.
Norton] and ‘Armbus’ [Ambrose Stover]
have histed the Zodiac high and dry on
his

behind
two measured repartee it
who

there to hear.
I wish I had
town
were

was

worth

being

time to speak ot all

our

characters; they were legion. There
Job Clough, lather and son,

ordinary

in

sawers

community. I can
by alter his day’s

see

Ben

to

the

now

entire

trudging

work with his

bag ol

on his back; he never got together
wherewithal to pay lor an entire barrel at a time. He was like the wandering
Jew in his travels, and must have walked
tbe distance around the world many times
between the village and his home near the

flour

the

Tongues, each

“mines”.
We all have a vivid recollection ol Seth
Trundy. His place ol abode was in Surry,
I think, but he had adopted us, and his

Cod,

Haddock,
Halibut,

Oysters,

Johnsonfs
ANODYNE

Liniment

18&20

25 cento and 30 cents

V

Granulated

The bottles
All dealers sell Lee’s Liniment for 25c.
are large size containing TWICE THE USUAL 25c QUANTITY.

20
20«30
15
23 3 28
6917
18 420
II 320

one
appearance at the vestry door alter
ol those never-to-be-Iorgotten tea parties
that obtained in tbe days when our

12330
05

Freeh Fish.
06 Clams, qt
06 Scallop** qt
12420 Smelts, tb
50 Shrimps, qt

|igh'flshing

raising

hungry,
their biggest collee and teapots
Hot and strong, and
when he appeared.
lots ot it, suited him.
Nevous prostration was an unbeard-ol
was

NLKKt* OF GOOD HEALTH.
jve power of sound sleep can
mprovifig.
ailment that
and a
T. L*.
s a menace to health.
“For a long
niB-i
a
1
Wis.,
C,1
says:
J°”
r,
Clair,
ill continue
unable to sleep soundly
of pains across my back and
Mrs. Edwu iv "lLmi.
Mt appetite was
My
general condition was much
my KCXCIW
siting her dU mV
Kidlave been taking Foley’s
Frank Babfc short time, and now sleep as
I cat and enjoy my meals,
Plaik.
Petit

TVrs. Susan

j

"kidneys.

WUUI.1V-

~

—

^•‘tlconditionTa greatly Improved,
Foley s Kidney
th his job 1 recommended
reu-iriy—____
»hou
t*. a
me.”
cured me.
have pnrul
they Vibva
2.
I.pril

got

out

complaint
sailed
I

in those

days,

when

everybody

keel.
all night and then not tell

on an even

might

go

on

lere

;y’s
{hH,

r

40

A

watched carefully, and if found ailing
home and their parents ordered
to take care of them properly. Monthly
mental examinations are also held, for
Japan realizes that her future citizens
are
are

sent

must be

protected.

always follow the use of
Foley’s Kidney Pills. They give prompt relief in all cases of kidney and bladder disorders, are healing, strengthening and antiI
septic. Try them. G. A. Parchbb.

cough medicine so popular afi
Honey and Tar. It never tails tou.cure
a
colds, croup and bronchitis,
no

ocua

/

results

to-day for “Veterinary

—a book
Experience1'
will enable
to be

thdb

you
yoor
veterinarian. It la Ml
invaluable treatise on tbs
horse, horse diseases, and tha
treatments and remedies
wuicu
euro.
Among oinor
things of vital importance to every hone owner,
it tells how and why

12*

LAW

1

Good

is

Write

25
40

REGARDING WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.
bushel of Liverpool baIi shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt Bhall
church organ. I weigh
70 pounds.
the half-tide ledge, and she a roostin’
lor
all
The standard weight of a* bushel of potatoes
a
ground
He was regular dumping
In good order an flt for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
there yet, b'gosh!” Father was supposed
was
and
it
was
that
lood
lelt,
the broken
of apples, 44 pounds.
was the
to be an interested party, as ho
The s nndard weight of a bushel of beans in
an
religiously kept tor him. His gastrono- j good
order and tit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
fortunate possessor of a sixteenth or
1
this
ol
to
George
told
day.
raic (eats are
ot wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 00
or some part into which such
eighteenth
deof corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
a
on
Seth
that
bet,
pounds;
once,
Clough says
craft was divisible.
pounds; of carrots, Kngl'sh turnips,45 rye and
at a sitting, and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,
semi- voured twelve dozen eggs
pounds;
called
were
meetings
Owners’
buckwneat, 13 pounls; of oats
asked lor more. A mercy that they were of barley and
32 pounds, or even measure as uy agreement- f
occasionall.v and religiously attended, but
ol
instead
dozen
fllty,
ten cents per
I never hear of any one’s worldly wealth only
One or the town would have been bankrupt.
being mat—ally increased thereby.
All school children in Japan have to unJohn Clay, when he came down Irom
untoward disasters
curious r
q a of these
to assist at
dergo a thorough physical inspection once
de- his home in the “kingdom”
invariable
the
was
ling
to the,
a year, and the schooihouses are inspected
was as thirsty as Seth
any domestic rites,
'they alw*ys caused among
and the housewives always by physicians once a month. The pupils
were

VALUABLE VETERINARY
BOOK FREE*
own

L

Flour—per bbl—

an

mothers and grandmothers
the money to pay lor the

TAe Universa/

Liniment

04
04

meal.ft 02*
OH—per gal—
65970
Linseed,
12
Kerosene,

bottle.

LEES £™fne

Rice, per ft
06008
20325
Vinegar, gal
05
wheat,
20
Oatmeal, per ft
04
Buckwheat, pkg
Rye meal,

a

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

Cracked

Graham,

PARSONS’ PILLS
the most effective
liver medicine. Relieve
biliousness, constipation
and headache.
are

has been famous as the family emergency remedy
for 99 years. It is as effective when taken internally
for colds, influenza, asthma, cramps, colic, diarrhoea,
etc., as when applied externally.

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Oats, bu
6 50 48 '0 Shorts—bag— 1 40® I 50
1 5 >
Mix. feed, bag 1 50(0,1 60
Corn, 100ft bag
150
Corn meal,bag
Middlings, bagl 50 41 80
1 50
Cracked corn,

our

girls.

boys

qt

Flounders, doz

streets was the signal
appearan.ie
lor the gathering ol the clans among the
He never (ailed to put in
and
in

35
35

50
Porto Rico,
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft:
18 435
12 425
Roasts.
Ham, per ft
10818
Shoulder,
Cornea,
17
Bacon,
918
Tongues,
Salt
Veal:
25
Urft,
Steak,
15918
Boasts,
Sausage, lb
Lamb1

Ben and

wood

Swellings, bruises, sprains, cuts,
etc., should be immediately bathed
with Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
Always keep it in your home for the
When quickly apemergency call.
plied and bandages kept thoroughly
is
relief
quick and certain.
soaked,

Groceries.

45965
30965
Oolong,
Sugar—per ft—
Granulated, 5*@06
06
Tellow, C
08810
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
35
Havana,

whit

was no

BRUISES

Straw.
Loose. 8C11
1ft
Baled.
Vegetables.
'ft
ft
13
Potatoes, pk
Onions,
3
'Ci&Oft
02 Squash, lb
o2*
Turnips, lb
02
03 Carrots, tb
03
head
12
lb
Cabbage.
Lettuce,
05
Cel ry, '*unch
20@2.i Par nips, lb
05
35 Radishes, bunch
Spinach, pk
45
Dandelions, pk
Fruit.
25450 Lemons doz
30335
Oranges, doz

16&25

_

SWELLINGS

Baled.20<g22

was a

wimi

One of the vital demands upon you is to ennch the soil and maintain its
To do this economically and successfully simply insist upon using
Swift's Animal Fertilizers. They cost no more than others, and are swift,
superior, sure. See local agent or write us. Free Pocket Memo Booklet
containing valuable crop information on application.
Swift’s Lowell Fertilizer Co, 40 North Market St..

Fowl.18&22
Ray.

was

in return

experiment

fertility.

Chickens.22 425

called (orth the laugh just
concerned; all that was asked nutty? They
We
came easily then.
specified weight in old the same; laughs
had our acknowledged wags. Was there Coflee—per ft
iron and “sich”.
Rio,
ever such another Tom as Tom Hinckley,
We began as soon as the vessel passed
Mocha,
And on
a wit as sharp as a razor?
wi'h
Java,
through the “narrows” on her out-bound
Tea—per ft—
side was Aunt Emma Chase,
(eminine
the
and
Japan,
passage to save up for the next year,
him. When those

realm”

an

potatoes to ascertain
the best yielder. Swift’s Superior Fertilizer
has given glorious results in spite of the
driest season known in the century. Yield
460 bushels per acre of handsome salable
potatoes. After many years’ trial with
different kinds, your fertilizer gives me the
best results, and it conserves moisture
even in periods of drought.”
,01—*■] Rev. j. R. Lawrence,
laynham, Mass.

Have used these fertilizers to my entire
satisfaction the past ten years, and will use
them extensively this coming season.”
‘1_C. R. Goodhue, Supt.,
vorld’s End Farm,
Hingham, Mass.

laid, per doz...20 £22
Poultry.

little chest-

Active all
the time

”1 nave eanoacira
over 60 varieties of

a

and

Oleomargarine.20(a^8

and everybody had had some o(
gorgeously striped; “goose- luncheon,
and the (ragments gathberries” and “Uibralters” and funny little everybody else’s,
The sdngs
came the (un.
red and white peppermint hearts, and ered up, then
that were sung, the stories that were told,
strangest of all, these delectable delicacies
What
and the jokes that went around!
were delivered to us “without money and

expensive

Swift—Superior—Sure

gjck«.
Fresh

sticks most

nourishing,

Packed in rerolar 10c package., and to km
size family packages at 23c.
(Q

••It gives me great pleasure to state mat
I raised one of the finest crops of com on
Swift’s Fertilizer this season ever proThe yield
duced on World’s End Farm.
was more than 96 bushels shelled corn per

MARKETS.

ton.

can eat.

cannot be laid upon the fact that the fertilizer nearest to nature, or nature’s
manure, will prove the most reliable and profitable.
That is why Swift's Fertilizers are so much in demand—so satisfactory.
They leave the soil in
They are crop producers as well as soil builders.
excellent condition for later use after first crops have been removed.
For this reason they are active all the time. Be sure you use them.

Creamery per ft.40 345
.30 4 $6
Dairy

Best loose, per

other

Too Much Emphasis

Country Produce.

And the (oiks, tbe (riends and neighbors;

Most

least

r

Hatter.

liUHl uiicrvciic.

of any

food you

tfj

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

any

value

III

once

ELLSWORTH

than in the^ same
quantity or the same

^FERTILIZER

white beach.

Will any caterer in this broad land ever
be able to set forth such viands as were
brought proudly out from the Indian

Quaker Oats

ANIMAL

|

trees

strength

bowl of

a

rSWIFT’S

|

The apple orchards of the town, being
with one exception—that of long-suffering Uncle George Stevens —very young,

in

BUCKSPORT.

for the

part occupied by strangers,

There*# more

William Wilson, an old and well-known
resident of this town, died Tuesday,
March 29, aged eighty-nine years. Mr.
Wilson lived with his sister, who kept
bouse for him for many years. He had
been feeble for a long time. Mr. Wilson
icqnired quite a little property in the way
»f wood land.

fragrance.
Now, in my occasional sojournings in
the old town, of a Sunday in church,
when the good parson is rounding out his
sonorous periods, my wits go wool gatherlook
ing [more shame tome], and I
around

Sttntbnmtii

,

Michael Mushrol, an employee of tfci
Great Northern Paper Co., at Madison,
sacrificed his own life last Wednesday tc
save that of a fellow employee. A stick ol
dynamite had been prepared to loosen a
huge pile of palp logs in the mill yard,
and the fuse had been lighted when
Mnshrol noticed the yard team and driver
had not left the danger zone. He grabbed
the dynamite stick, intending to throw It
to one side, when the cap exploded, blowing off both his hands and severely Injuring the side of his head. Mnshrol died
three hoars later. He was thirty-five years
old.

again with those who
sacred rites. But I did not stop to analyze, sat there in the years that are gone. Qoda
few miles more or less, was as nothing to and her wild lament sent terror to my fearing and self-respecting folk they indeed were; there can be no improvement
us.
I recollect that ray running-mate on soul”.
1 have a vivid recollection of this same ! upon them, and we their decendants can
this gala occasion was the present dignified designer of the Boston court-house, voyage—for you may be sure I was there— i look back upon them with pride and
and he got over the ground with more and to this day I remember how 1 held on thankfulness that we sprung from such
|
celerity because he was not hampered by with a grasp of desperation to a spoke staunch New England stock.
I love to think of them all “after life’s
the unnecessary impedimenta of shoes of the wheel where Capt. Meltiah Chase
1 remember, too, when the ; fitful fever” resting together in that more
was steering.
and stockings.
In those long-ago times there was not a
Hurry was over, his saying to me, with an | populous village which slopes down to
fruit-store or stall at every street corner. unmistakable twinkle of the eye: “Scared, i the sea. Few remain of those who made,
1
life of other years;
Occasionally some vessel returning from Carrie?” Scared! 1 wonder that I ever to many of us, the
the West Indies would bring, among her again mustered courage to dare the ! change is written everywhere. But two
And the familiar features remain just as they were
miscellaneous cargo, sundry mysterious- dangers of the mighty deep!
in thelong ago—the blue waters of the bay
looking earthern jars containing pre- light of matured years and knowledge and
as brightly and tides ebb and flow
served tamarinds, and also a few cases of that twinkle make me question whether it sparkle
off-shore wind which laid as they did in our childhood, and “old
very small and very sour oranges, and I was entirely an
Blue hill”, unchanged, still looks down in
have vived recollections of the oriental- us so unceremoniously upon our beam
welcome to each returning son and daughlooking box s of guana jelly. Bananas ends that day!
Then came the picnic dinner under the ter.
were unheard of.
be sure. What mattered it that we
footed it all the way from the village;

n

WATCH FOR THE COMET.
88
The Red
Dragon of the sky. Watch
cmiiiren for spring coughs and colds.
C£Tm
“Others keep Foley’s Honey and TV 63
Irf k011*®* It is the best and safest p^om-

the halt, bat I tear that I have already
exceeded my alloted time and exhausted
yoar patience.
However, let me Jast add
to myriat of notables the name ot “Clem”
Walls. Clem’s mental powers were not as
well developed as his friends oonld have
wished, bat, without being in the least
aware of it, he often “hit tbd nail square
on the head”.
A young man froth the
city, who was suffering in an alarming
degree from the complaint we now call
“big-head”, and who, in his own estimation, “knew it all”, struck our town
one summer, and his salutation to Clem
was. “Well, Clem, what is the matter
with you, anyway?” quick as a flash
came the reply: “Koss kicked me; what
kicked you?”
But little more and I am done. I cannot
forget the bright days passed in the old
academy. The faces of our teachers come
up before me and their voices still sound
in my ears.
The spelling matches and
the debating societies—they have all faded
away into the past I I cannot pass over
the mention of the winter evenings when
the coasting was at its beat, and we would
all betake ourselves to the summit of the
“doctor’s”. Starting where the four corners meet, near where the (former) Bluehill Inn now stands, we flew like meteors
down through the village and across the
bfidffi, bringing up near the foot of
Green’s hill on the other side.
The delights of skating on the glassy
surface of the frozen bay!
Then occasionally, when the spirit moved ns, the
whole troop would elect to start in the
most
unceremonious
manner
for the
“eastward”, the full moon flooding the
snow, and the stars like diamond points
above us. No matter how many there
were did we ever fail of a warm welcome
from hospitable “Sunday Varnum” and
Aunt Lucy and the boys. No doughnuts
that I have ever tasted since ever equalled
those brought out in a big, bright tin pan
piled up and overflowing with the spicy

oar

Where the Finest
Flour is Made
“The bread-making qualities of flour
due entirely to the kind of wheat.
Nature gives to wheat, and flour, all the
strength they possess.”
R. James Abkrnathey,
in “The American Miller.”

TUTTLE’S ELIXIR

are

ILLIAM TELL FLOUR is

I
;

Curb, Splint, Spavin Lameness, Bony
Growths, Sprains, Swellings, Shoe Boils ana
Founder, Distemper and Couo. Also makes the

cures

Bast Leg and Body Wash.

made from the finest specially
Tuttle’s Elixir has for many years been the
selected OHIO Red Winter
main stay of veterinarians and operators of large
President John W. Burk,
Wheat.
stables every where.
It is quick and sure in action, non-poisonona,
who personally inspects the wheat
cannot injure, pain or blemish the horse. Write
offered for this famous flour, has an
for the proofs of our claims. If your dealer
business.
at
the
keep Tuttle's, send utt his name and 50
experience of 45 years
j! doesn’t
cents in stamps, and we will send a large size botEvery shipment of grain must come tle prepaid.
Don’t experiment. Get Tuttle's and
William
established
to
the
long
up
; be sure. Ask also for Tuttle’s American Worm
; and Condition Powders and Hoof Ointment,
Tell standard in every respect.
Send us your name, address and 2c. stamp now,
so we can mail you the Free Book.
Ask any expert. He will tell you that
the whitest—most delicious bread—the
TUTTLE’S ELIXIR GO., 200 Beverly St., Boston, Hast.
lightest biscuits, the kind that melt in
of
your mouth—are made from the flour
this wheat. That’s the only kind that
goes into
—

William Tell

Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

€t)r €ll0U)oith American.
▲ UKAL and political journai
PUBLISHED
EVKKY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
HY THE

N< «MJK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
r'. w. Rollins. Editor ami Manager,
w. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

U

^■bscrlptlon Price—$2 00

year; #1 00 lor *\x
month*; 50 cents for three months; If laid
•trlctlv In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
year.
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a
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bored earnestly anc successfully.
1
A Fight on, but Senator Hale’s ReSenator Hale has for many years
election Reasonably Certain.
been a national figure, and Maine peoWhat had
Augusta,
April 4, 1910
ple have been proud of his promiof being a dull political
nence.
Gradually he has climbed the given promise
has taken on
a
tinge of exciteladder of fame until to-day he is rec- year
ment of late by reason of the contest
leader
floor
the
as
republican
ognized
for the United States senatorship which
of the Senate, being chairman of the honor
ex-Judge Frederick A. Powers is
committee on rules. He is also chair—

endenvoring

of the great committee on appropriations, a member of the committee on finance, that on naval affairs, and that on census, while very

recently he has been made chairman
of the new committee on public ex-

penditures.
The prominence of a legislator is
generally reckoned by his committee
places, so it will be seen that Senator

what

2,395
When the Ice Goes Out.
The shades of Izaak frown upon us,
When the summer days are near;
How we worry, fret and fuss;
Fishin' days are nearly here.

Services of Senator Hale.
It will not bo surprising to Hancock
county people to learn, as is stated in

for home or business,
We little
W’ben the tront begin to call;
What a horrid place this world is,
Till its time to make a haul.

dispatch

who have watched with
eagerness and more pleasure
than any other section of the State
the splendid career of Senator Hale,
more

do not believe that Maine republicans
Will make such a stupendous error as
to refuse him a renomination to which
he is entitled by reason of his great
service for his party, State and nation,
the refusal of which would mean an
incalculable loss of prestige and influence to Maine, and go far towards depriving her of the high place in the
councils of the nation which has come
to her through the ability and influence of the notable men who have
represented her at Washington.
We feel that this is the opinion generally held by Maine republicans, and
that wben the republican legislators
assemble in caucus to choose their
nominee for senator,
that Senator Hale will receive at least twothirds of the vote thrown. And this
is as it should be, for from bis long and
valuable service, his splendid record,
iiis eminent ability and his earnest
endeavors through his entire congressional life to forward Maine’s interests in every honorable way, Sena-

Then

Hurry.liurry, lazy lout;
news in all the nation,
Billy says the ice is out.

—H. L. Goodicin.

Plans for the

GOSSIP

Jesup Memorial library

Harbor, to cost about f75,000,
the hands of bidders.

are

at
in

first in the politiThe call is out for the republi-

The town of Eden is
cal

arena.

can

caucus

to nominate

a

candidate

for

be held April 9.

It will

representative.

The candidates for the nominations ar*»
W. H. Davis and Dr. Elmer J. Morrison.

For Disposal of Refuse and Garbage.
The sanitary committee of the Village
improvement society has been fortunate
in making an arrangement with Freeman
D. Smith by which the refuse which collects each year at the house-clearing season
can be removed and properly attended to.
This can be done at the slight cost of
only forty cents a load to the householder
living within the district which extends
from Townhouse hill on the north to the
junction of High street and Beal avenue
and the corner of Water and Washington
streets on the south, and from the entrance
to Wyman park on the east to the residence of Rev. S. W. Sutton on the west,
including all streets within these limits.
The cost to people living farther away will
be a trifie more.
Mr. Smith has had great experience in

~tor Hale assuredly deserves well of
-his native State.
-It may not be amiss, especially for
the instruction of the yonnger generation of voters, to take a brief
glance at the works and record of
Senator Hale. After serving in the
State legislature, he was sent to Conthe dumping business at Bar Harbor, and
gress where he served five terms in if the citizens will
co-operate with the
the House before being advanced to
society in having dumping attended to in
the Senate in 1881, since which time the manner agreed
upon in this contract,
he has been constantly returned until the unsanitary and unsightly rubbish
now he is, in point of
service, the heaps which have disfigured our most
oldest member of the Senate, with his attractive country roads, and even some of
-colleague^ Senator Frye, Becond by a our streets, will be things of the past.
Mr. Smith will remove garbage free of
tew days. This habit of keeping our
and will dispose of dead animals in a
members of Congress has been a very cost,
decent and sanitary manner at reasonable
wise policy for Maine, and one which
rates. This work is under the control of
has resulted highly to her
advantage the Village improvement society, but
through the prestige that her senators arrangements can be made by sending a
and congressmen have obtained
by postal card to F. D. Smith, R. F. D. 3.
In this, as in all departments of its work,
reason of their long service.

Tt .is often said that even the great the co-operation of the public is sought, as
without it the most earnest endeavors of
atate of New York is dwarfed when
the society will be fruitless.
her influence in the United States
Senate is reckoned beside that of
.Maine. Although situated in the extreme northeast corner of the country,

The

Municipal Judgeship.

There being
office of

the

numerous

judge

of

candidates for
the- Ellsworth

Maine has managed to remain in the
municipal court, mad. vacant by the
limelight in the consideration of na- death of the Hon. John B. Redman, Gov.
tional questions, due solely to the Fernald has decided lo leave the matter
ability and influence of her delega- to the practicing lawyers of Hancock
tion at Washington, at the head of county, who will indicate their choice to
which, by reason both of his com- him by letter, or otherwise, within a
manding prestige and natural talent, reasonable time.
It is understood that the members of the

4s Senator Hale.
-Maine prospered

greatly

under the

the Dingley tariff, which carefully
provided protection for both our agri-cultural and our manufacturing inter«ats. Senator Hale and the late Congressman Dingley undertook that tremendous task hand in hand, and while
Mr. Dingley was the leader in the
Sight, Senator Hale was the force
•which guided it safely through the

^Senate.
Again in the enactment of the
tariff

cent

for

Sought
'-while
are

some

not

every

re-

measure. Senator Hale
Maine’s
interests, and
sections of the country

entirely pleased,

reason

Maine has
to feel satisfied.
Our

-agricultural, lumber, paper, pulp, fish
packing, granite and lime industries,
on which collectively the prosperity
■of the State so largely depends, are all
amply protected. This was no light
■task to accomplish, for to-day we all
recognize that the tariff is more or
less of a sectional matter, and each
-state clamors for
beneficial to

such schedules as
it.
But Senator
male’s influence was sufficient to prevent Maine’s industries from suffer-are

of any
blight by
tacMf provisions, although the
•was at times a sharp one.

ing

a

reason

unkind

generally defer action until the
beginning of the coming term of the
supreme judicial court, which convenes in
this city next Tuesday, April 12.
Among those mentioned for the position
are E. J. Walsh, L. F. Giles, F. C. Burrill,
W. E. Whiting, Fred L. Mason, Harry L.
Crabtree and Henry M. Hall.
bar will

Left

Strange Will.

by an elderly unmarried woman w ho recently died
in Vienna.
Her property, amounting to
about |300,000, is to be divided among her
three nephews, now aged twenty-four,
twenty-seven and twenty-nine, and her
three nieces, aged nineteen, twenty-one,
and twenty-two, in equal parts, on the
following conditions:
The six nephews and nieces must all live
in the house formerly inhabited by their
aunt, with the executor, a lawyer, whose
An

extraordinary

will

was

left

business it will be to see that the conditions of the will are strictly observed.
None of the nephew's is to marry before
reaching his fortieth year, nor the nieces
before their thirtieth, under the penalty
that the share of the one so marrying will
be divided among the others.
Further, the six legatees are admonished
never

If

quarrel

to

one

among themselves.
so persistently, the

should do

ecutor is

empowered

to

turn him

or

ex-

her

of the house, and divide the share as
contest in the case of marriage.
The executor is himself forbidden to
We do not believe that any Maine marry or to reside elsewhere than in the
swan ever asked aid of Senator Hale house with the legatees as long as he
-without receiving courteous treat- holds his office, to which a handsome
renumeration is attached.
unent, and’ help if such coaid bonoraThe old maid is said to have made this
We
know
be
that
given.
many
ffoly
peculiar will because her nephews and
him
have
to
thank
for
his
-old soldiers
nieces continually worried her during her
ready attention to their requests for life by asking to give them money to enassistance in obtaining pensions; that able them to marry—requests she always
many cities and towns have public refused.
out

win

Powers

piscv

conceded the others to

just forty

men

made

laughable

republicans

say

county will return Hale men, with
possibly one exception. There is doubtless
considerable Powers strength in Somerset,
especially in Skowhegan, but the shire
town furnishes but "one representative,
and the Hale sentiment is very strong in
the western end of the county. Androsthat

coggin

is

very

likely

to

Noyes was one of the most prominent
in this city, where she has taken an
active interest in welfare work and civic uplift for several years. In but a few hours, her
death was entirely unexpected, and is a shock
to her family and large circle of friends. Of
cheery good nature, Mrs. Noyes endeared
Ever she had a happy word
herself to all.
and a sunshiny countenance which made all
who came in contact with her love her. In
her home, at the club or in her work for

develop

was ever the
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Memorial Resolutions.
OTierrat. The great and supreme Ruler of
the Universe has in His infinite wisdom removed from Irene chapter, O. E. 8., our esteemed brother and worthy patron, John B.
Redman, and
RTitreat, The intimate relations held with
we
him make it eminently befitting that
record our appreciation of him; therefore
Retolvrd, That the removal of such a life
from our midst leaves a vacancy and a shadow
that will be deeply realiied by all the members.
Retolved. That with deep sympathy with
the bereaved relatives we express our hope
that so great a loss may be overruled for good
by Him who doeth all things well.
Retolved. That a copy of these resolutions
be forwarded to the relatives, a copy sent to
the Ellsworth American for publication,
and a copy spread upen the records of our
chapter, and our charter be draped in mourn-

ing for thirty days.
Mabel Loan,
Nellis A. Lbrmond,
Howard W. Dcnm.
Committee.

TOWN MEETINGS
Officers Elected and Appropriations
Voted in Hancock: County Towns.
50. 21 PLANTATION.

Moderator, Daniel L Craney; selectmen
and assessors, Anton K Jordan, N M Jordan, Watson I. Mace; clerk, Anton K
Jordan; treasurer, Chester A Craney; collector, Chester A Craney; school committeemen, Adelbert Giles and Dana Jordan;
superintendent of schools, Ansbury L
Jordan; road commissioner, George C
Jordan; town agent, Daniel L Craney;
constable, Watson L Mace.
Schools, f!50; textAppropriations
books, fo; roads and bridges, fl50; State
road, flOO; janitors, f30; town charges,
f25; tools for road work, |20. Total, $480.
—

iiliSrntannnri*.

\

Ellsworth, and was incoporated Feb. 8, 1837. The northern part 1
was covered by a heavy growth of timber.
The Hills, Browns and others did a vast
amount of lumbering there some fifty years
ago. The following will illustrate how
northeast

some

Powers strength, if it is not democratic,
but Androscoggin sent but six men to
Augusta a year ago.
Penobscot county men say the county
will hand at least fifteen votes for Senator
Hale, but not being able to claim anything in Penobscot, the Pow’ers men do
not bother to reckon it in. The Penobscot delegation will be headed by Col.
Parkhurst, who already has sufficient
pledges to ensure him the presidency of
the Senate, and he is an ardent supporter
of Senator Hale, as indeed is about every
republican in the county.
ne
rowers
supporters are naturally
counting on finding tbeir support east of
tbe Kennebec,
having but little to the
westward. They say that Penobscot is all
Hale, and then dismiss that county with
its twenty legislators with the remark
that it will be democratic. It is true that
Penobscot was largely democratic in the
last legislature, but it was for the first
time in years.
Bangor has since twioe
returned to the republican fold.
Thus the Hale men reckon, and their
logic seems good, that Penobscot will
more than offset
Aroostook, that Pi scats
quis will be in the main for Hale, and
that Washington, the other county in the
district, will give at least six Hale votes
on
the basis of eight republicans as
elected to the last legislature.
The Powers supporters claim strength
in Washington, but it is difficult to see
where they get it, as the most prominent
republicans in tne county are for Hale, as
well as most of the party men who well
realize what Senator Hale has done for
Washington county. Thus say the men

WHITCOrtB, HAYNES

and QEORQE A.

in

“Mrs.

others, she

who built the first frame house in 1811.
This building blew down and was remodelled into a barn. Joseph Parsons
built the first saw and grist mill.
Mills’ ridge was named by J. T. Mills,
who felled trees on the place now owned
by George Butler. Sugar Hill was named
by Hyde and Martin, who made maple
Bugar there before there were any settlers
in the locality.
Eastbrook is situated eighteen miles

many voters who believe that Senator
Hale is deserving well of his State, and
that his power and ability in the United
States senate should not be lost to Maine.
Thus the Star-Herald, of Presque Isle, a
strong republican organ, says that Maine
is not ready for a change, and that Judge
Powers w ill have to bide his time.

Leading Piscataquis

ifoEL'&'S
FRE?;F,tt^

sons

daughter. Two brothers, living
West, survive her.
a

women

error

are

j

Give* Vim and Strength,make*
Acte on the Kidneys and
Urinarv^w^t
UR. DASIEUB- book on
Bbeep, Swine, Dog end Ckt,

The Free Press Tribune, of Waltham,

in

votes out of 122.

a

Renovator
Powders

Mass., says:

the
vicinity. As Tugwassah was
bringing a jug of molasses across the
when they began to quote figures, say the pond, he fell, breaking the jug. The
molasses spread rapidly and over a large
politicians, and they seem to be right.
But these forty votes are promised on area. The old fellow, on getting up,
the proposition that the Powers people viewed the scene about him, exclaiming,
will get all the votes in the five counties “this is all one Mollasses pond”. Hence
named,that is all the republican votes, and its name.
The man who said that the only good
they will be very far away from that.
They may get most of Aroostook, but up Indian is a dead one, probably never knew
along the St. John river are many voters Tugwassah, who was always spoken very
who realize well what Senator Hale has
highly of by the first settlers.
A large tree was cut on the Piper place,
done for the lumber interests, and lumber
is bread and butter to them. They will and from the lumber a large boat was
built by a Mr. Moon, of Hancock, and was
stand by Hale to the end.
Possibly there is another reason why sailed by Moses 8pringer, Moses and Peter
Judge Powers will find the votes up along Butler. This boat sailed to Kennebec
to Frankthe St. John against him, for it is said
tjiat county and brought provisions
in that section there has always been more lin.
Samuel Bragdon was the first white setor less antipathy to the Houlton candidates, especially those with the strong tler of Eastbrook. He was a hunter and
name.
And it is also said that there are i trapper and was unmarried. The first
other sections of the county where there settler with a family was Robert Dyer,
would have

The

Bar

unuin

the

Horse

ERantrti.

in the

having practically

Greatest

COUNTY

utmc-triiig

and

Bits ot Eastbrook History.
West Franklin, March lf 1910.
To the Editor of the .American:
As Eastbrook is becoming famous for
fishing and sporting, a few items of early
history will without doubt be interesting
to some of the many readers of The
American. From data kindly furnished
by Mrs. H. N. Butler, of that town, I will
give a bit of early history.
The first camp built was by Tugwassah
and Sabbatus on the place now occupied
by John Piper, who hunted and trapped

Senator Hale. Supposing Judge Powers
got the votes of the legislators in these
counties, although good judges say be will
not, and what would he have? Reckoning
on the
basis of the last legislature he

hustle for the station,

we

Luis

has since been in Waltham.
She leaves besides her husband two

ComBponfttncr.

senatorial chair by
the votes of Aroostook, Somerset, Piscataquis, Androscoggin and Oxford counties*

The ice is frozen hard and fast.
Bee ms as tho’ ’twould never thaw;
But the good word comes at last.
Nature has obeyed her law.

cock county,

been

hoc where no other candidate than SenaHale is thought of.
iuub

well

When the candidacy of ex-Judge Powers
was first announced, shrewd politicians
said that there would be a speedy display
of practically his whole strength. This
statement was based upon the argument
friends of ex-Judge
that
immediate
Powers, the political opponents of Senator
Hale in his own party, and such as have
been aggrieved by political disappointment
would at once announce their allegiance to
the Aroostook candidate. It is said that
this view has proved to be an entirely
correct one, and that Mr. Powers’ strength
has already reached flood tide.

tor

Judge Powers

who

obtaining.

Washington are fighting ground, and says
nothing about Knox, Lincoln and Sagada-

care

from Augusta in another
column, that Senator Eugene Hale is
far in advance in the contest for the
republican nomination for the United
States senatorship. We here in Hana

Eugene

can.

has

men

cerebral hemorrhage.
Mrs. Noyes was born in Surry, Oct. 24,
1858, the daughter of Jonathan Dow. She
infant when her parents
was still an
moved to Ellsworth, living on the Surry
road. She was educated in the public
schools of Ellsworth She was married to
Amos B. Noyes Dec. 20,1885, and her home

Mr. Hale has done for his
State, and how their products have been
protected by the tariff provisions which
Senator Hale has been so instrumental in

furnished
here of late by the remarkable stories
published in a Portland Powers organ, the
error of whose figures are only equalled
by their absurdity. Thus it is stated that
Judge Powers is sure to win at the same
time that Cumberland, York, Kennebec,
Penobscot and Hancock are conceded to
Senator Hale. The same prophet also
finds that Oxford, Piscataquis, Waldo and

Hale stands at the top, for there are
no more important committees than

WEDNESDAY APRIL 8, 1910.

they

Much amusement

discerning

MRS. AMOS B. N0YB8.
Mrs. Amos B. Noyes, formerly of Ellsworth, died suddenly at her home in
Waltham, Maas., Wednesday, March 30, of

realize what

At the start men who keep in
touch with political affairs in Maine said
that Senator Hale would be returned, and
by a good majority, and they see no
reason to change their views in spite
of
the claims of the Powers men, who evidently are going on the principle of claiming everything in sight and then getting

those named.

Average for the year of 1909,

to wrest from Senator

thinking,

Hale.

man

OBITUARY

any support in the second and first district,
while in this instance they are strong for
Hale, while Hancock county, largely for
Fernald two years ago, is solid for Hale.
An effort is being made by the opponents of Senator Hale to give the impression that the farmers are opposed to
Senator Hale; the farmers of Maine are

SKNATOR8H1P.

THE U. 8.

for which Senator Hale la-

buildings

little

was

known of the value of the

tim-

by the settlers. One fall a portion of
the supplies
for one camp was hauled
through the town. One man remarked
that he would rather have the provisions
ber

past his house than all the timber
Eastbrook.
But the fire fiend has done its deadly
work. Where once hundreds of men were
at work, there is now a desolate and barren waste.
The Macombers have strenuously opposed this fiend, and thus far
have been successful in keeping it from
their lands. They are doing a thriving
business. The ponds, well stocked with
fish, are drawing many here both Bummer
and winter. Those in quest of quietness
can find no pleasanter place during the
summer months than in the town of Eastbrook.
C. E. Butler,

|
j
j
i
i

!

A

Besides conducting

To the Editor of The American:
The election of a democratic Congressman from the 14th
Massachusetts congressional district at a special election on
March 22 to All the vacancy caused by the
death of Hon. W. C. Lovering, has been
taken outside the district as an event of

importance,
given it.

national

and

much

a

we

We here in the district believe that
national issues had very little to do with
the election; it was almost wholly a local
affair.

general
have

a

and

The more eyes an advertisement vetches
the more dollars it is worth.

Manager’

Aldermen,
April

PER CENT INTEREST PAID ON
ACCOUNTS
COMPOUNDED
SEMI'ANNUAILY.

CAUTION NOTICK.
that I. 8. A. Rankin,of
county uf H n.cock,
Slate
Maine,
Riven my minor *o C.
K. Rankin, his time hereafter to traisvct
business for himself. In consequence whereof
I shall claim none of his earning* nor p»r
any debts of his contracting after this date.
Dated at Maiiaville, Me
this Jlth d^yof
8. A. Raskin.
March, a. d. 1910.
Mrs. 8. A. Rash*.
U

certify
Mariavilla. Maine,
THIM
of
have
to

NOTICK.
certiflea that my wife, Aurilla V.
having left my bed and board
provocation. I hereby forbid anyone
harboring or trusting her. a* I shall not pa;
any bills of her contracting after tbis date.
Willasd
Gaar.
South Penobscot. Me.. April 1. 1910.

THIS
Gray,
without

All savings deposits made on
before April 11, will bear
interest from April i.

Gilmore, President.

Harold O. Hussey, Cashier.

2fational Hank Statrmrnt.
REPORT OP THE

-OP THE-

Bnctsprt National Bail
Buclc.nort, la the State of Maine,
at toe close of
business.
March 29.1910.

RESOURCES.
discounts.. sigi

*ecured and unsecured,
to secure circulation...
to secure U. 8.
deposit,
Bonds, lecurities. etc.
Banking house, furniture and fixtures ..
and
and Bankers. Trust
Companies,
and Savings Banks....
Due from approved reserve
agents.
Checks and othsrcaah items..
Notes of other Rational Banks....
Fractional paper
surrency, nickels
and cents..
Lawful money reserve in bank.
Specie.$12,701 80
Legal-tender notes. I ‘495 qq
Redemption fund with L. 8 Treasurer (5 per cent, of
escalation)..

Private'Banks

Dueir»m

..

Total.
liabilities.

vi*.’:

Capital stock paid in.
Hurnlna
tnnA
.*.
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less
and taxes paid.•evri
National Bank

notes

Individual de|
Demand cei
Cashier’s c

Total..

iw£,

outs'

1

Order of Notice Therein.
District or Mains as.
On this 2d day of April, a. d. 1910. on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
had upon the same on the 2.M day of
court
»<wd
a.
d.
before
1910,
April.
at
district, at ten
Portland, in said
o’clock
in
the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published in the i.lisworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and other
saw
persons in interest, may appear at the
time and place, and show cause, if any toe;
sbcoia
have, why the prayerrof
of said petitioner should
not be granted.
...
And it is farther ordered by the court, tbit
the clerk shall send oy mail to aii known
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of rest*
dence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal the-reor,
at Portland, in said district, on the 2nd day or
April, a. d. 1910.
w
fL. 8.]
James E. Hkwky, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
<lerk.
Attest:—James E. H«wky.
_

OONDITIOK

u. 8. Bonds
U. 8. bonds

JLtfl.il Notices.

Bankrupt.

or

Pascal P.

uio.|

4.

Up<m the foregoing petition, it is ordered
that notice thereof be given by publishing a
copy of aaid petition and this order therms
in the Ellaworth American, a newspaper
printed In the city of Ellsworth. Maine and
that a hearing thereon be given at the
Mayor
and Aldermen's room on tbe second day of
at 7.30 o'clock p.
at which time
m.,
May.
and place residents and owners of property
upon the highways to be affected by the
granting of the permit applied for, and all
other persons interested, shall have foil op.
portunity to show cause why such permit
should not be granted, the last publication of
•aid notice to be at least fourteen 1«; days
before said bearing.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
Attest;—Thom ah K. Hale,
City ciert

bankruptcy.

SAVINGS

Loans and

called, to Lamotne town line.
Dated March 2, 1910.
Nsw England Telkphoss and
Tblbohaimi Compart
By Francis a. Houston
General
City or Ellsworth. Maine.
In Board ok
(

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed by the court to have a full discharge
from ail debts provable agaiu-t h s estate
under said bankruptcy acta, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 3d day of April, a. d. 1910.
Dan inl D. Daisls.

ZVi

»t

THE

DANIEL

welcome. Youraccount
deposits
is invited.

j

England Telephone end T.I.,
graph Company respectfully n-titlZI
the Board of Mayor and Airmen of uXrS
of Ellsworth. Maine, for a location «
polea and wirea thereon, and the neceswr.
supporting and strengthening fixtures am
wirea, in the following named streets am
high way • of said city.
Old Latnoine road, from Pierce’s corners
rner,°

Bankrupt,

the benefit of those who desire
to have their funds increase at
interest.
Small
compound

|

''**

New

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Di»trict Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
D. DAIGLE, of Eden, in the
county of Hancock and -rate of
Maine, in said district, respectfully rrpresent*, that on the 31st day of July, iast
past, he was d*ily adjudged bai k
der the Acta of Congress relatiug to bankruptcy; that be has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has full?
complied with all the requirements of slid
acts and of the orders of couri touching his

thoroughly
equipped savings department for
organized

signifi-

By a combination of circumstances
the republican nomination w-as secured
by a man who had never been identified
with the party, but who was prominently
who keep the run of matters political. connected with the democratic
campaign
The fourth district, in wrhich Mr. Powers of W. L. Douglas for governor when he
resides, will be against him in all proba- defeated Gov. John L. Bates for re-elecbility, while the best he can expect is an tion.
Leading republicans all over the district
even split.
against the nomination, some
As he has practically no strength in the protested
first district, none in the third except in going so far as to take the stump for the
Somerset county, while in the second, regular democratic nominee. The result
Knox, Lincoln and Sagadahoc are for was not a surprise to the voters of the
Hale, with Oxford and Franklin possibly district, which is as strongly republican
divided, it is difficult to see where Judge now as ever. Had any good republican
been nominated, he would have been
Powers has a look-in in this contest.
There is an attempt on the part of the elected without difficulty. The election
Powers people to paint the campaign as was not a democratic victory; it was a
protest against a man.
the Fernald-Haines contest over again,
Chab. S. Braodon.
but in making such a comparison no consideration evidently is given to the fact
For Representative.
that Mr. Haines did not receive practically
Northeast Harbor, Me., I
April 2, 1910.
J
Cutarrh Cannot Ba Cured
To the Votere of the Toune of Mt. Desert,
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they canSouthwest
not reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is
Harbor, Tremont, Cranberry
a blood or constitutional disease, and in orIsles and Swan's Island:
der to cure it you must take internal remI
wish
to
announce that I am a candiedies.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inter- ;
nally, and acts directly on the blood and mu- date for representative to the next
legiscous surfaces.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is not a
quack medicine. It was prescribed by one lature, and respectfully ask your support
of the best physicians in this country for and aid.
years and is a regular prescription. It is comTrusting you will see fit to give me the
posed of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood-purifiers, acting directly
same, i remain,
on the mucous surfaces.
The perfect comA. K. McBride.
bination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonderful results iu curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggists, price 76c.
1
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

banking business,

well

Spttial Moiutn.
s«nci.

Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
Dambl D. Daigle,
I In Bankruptcy.

Local Affair.

Brockton, Mass., March 28,1910.

cance

BUCKSPORT

OUR SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

in

ri«
'ricas.

R."™"

\

NATIONAL BANK

hauled

roa,

clems In the shell
Highest c,rt
return.
E. A. List,
Mercneni, 40« Themes St.. Newport.

1

of

f.

CLAMB-MR^nSHEEMAN.
prompt
Comml«S

subscriber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
SARAH H. BRIDOHAM. late of SULLIVAN,
in the county of
Hancock, deceased.
All
bonds as the law directs.
of
•ring demands against the estate same
to
deceased are desired to present the
re
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
quested to make payment immediately.
March 1. 1910.
Chabluh 8. Bbidgham.

THE

flven

27
50.000
1.500
96 50a
260 00

-Insurance Statrrucnta.
267

17.&46

CITIZENS

54 24
14.196 30
2.500 C00
$345,929 68
svi
non
*30,000
10.000

15,704 00
35 62
4 00
5.922 67
4.577 47
386 02
'19

INSURANCE CO

or MISBOl’Bl.

1,030

68

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
('ash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
Oross assets,
Deduct items not

77.200 80
Vi4,823 T5
150.531 16

97,:»2
789 72

9iK>8 41

*

admitted,

800. !«3 77

7.34317

60
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
07
»
Net unpsid losses.
412.5* *
Unearned premiums,
7 .S3* *1
.All other liabilities,
200.M# 00
( ash capital,
190,02510
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total llabtlitie, and aarplo,.
M. K. HOLMES. A«eol
ELLSWORTH. ME.

,853,58500

comr or

Hnwjr. eaOi

JSi^tLT***

Sf.^

Oon*Ar in
p/revenaeed Is

SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
WANTED
Jet Managers ----wtdp
onen.
srround floor,
1er our wide
open, ground
pr°K oNjg.
(Ched contracts, in a growing
ARE su.
OUB POLICIES
DIFFERENT. Write for
L
and territory Secure our agency
Casualty Compawy, Keene,

Liany.

•P«£!Jlg.

twenty to sixteen men, »nd increase their
METHODIST CHURCH.
LAKEWOOD,
eelery from (20 to (to ennaslly. The
The roads are getting settled.
second sssietent’s salary was increased Officers Klected
at Fourth QuarThe ioe went out of the meadow March
WIDGET of appropriations from (25 to (45. The additional expense
terly Conference Lut WetSk.
29, the earliest for years.
in
salaries will be (200 tor the
FOR YEAR PASSED.
The fourth quarterly conference of the
year. The
Linwood Garland, who has been emsalaries of the Ellsworth Falls firemen Methodist church of Ellsworth was held
at West Seboeis the past winter, is
ployed
FOB
TOMIBN- will remain at (20.
PAY
home.
last
The
evening.
following
Friday
ffCBEASKD
Kev. R. B. Mathews appeared be fore officers were elected tor the
boardschool
in
John
8. Lynam, of Bar Harbor, is here on
ensuing year:
HANGE
the board to ask for an allowance toward
Stewards—Mrs. Fannie Hopkins, Mrs. his annual hunting trip, and despite his
bolus OF AOOODNTS.
advanced
the farther improvement of tho old ceme- Isabel
years, he does not hesitate to get
Wardwell, Mrs. C. H. Orindai, Mrs. out with the boys and work for the rats
near
the Congregational church. Florence
tery
held
two
EchenMrs.
P.
meetings
A.
with zealous enthusiasm.
Blaisdell,
Tbe city goverment
• recessed Referred to Aid. Parcher as a special agucia, Miss Anna Mitchell, Mrs. M. A.
evening
in one Monday
committee of one to report at the next
and
the
annual
Mrs.
Grace
W.
A.
meeting,
Armstrong,
Barron,
meeting ol the
MARINE LIST.
The fall board meeting.
Bonsey, Mrs. Mary Card, Mrs. Sylvia Silregular April meeting.
TO PURCHASE} ROAD MACHINE.
A.
Parcher
B.
T.
Aid.
Mrs.
Anna
B.
J.
George
being
va,
Sowle,
GraDt,
*se present,
Ellaworth Port.
time. He was
Aid. Small, of the committee of
seat for the first
Ar April 5, schs David raust, Sorry; Ann C
three, to Alexander, Mrs. W. A. Bonsey, Mrs. John
,D bi«
the
which
was
Kief.
#f
Mrs.
Fannie
Stuart,
referred question of purchasSurry; The Maine, Brooksville
meeting.
Treasurer,
Hopkins.
.worn in at the opening
Hancock County Porta,
\Vben tbe budget of appropriations was ing a new road machine, reported that District steward, Mrs. Florence Blaisdell.
West Sullivan
Ar March 29, sch Julia
Trustees—F. F. Simonton, W. A. Bonsey, Frances
final action, Street Commis- two members of the committee think the
taken up for
R. J. Alexander, C. J. Staples, B. T. Sowle.
Ar March SI, sch Florence Leland
made an appeal for a small present machine sufficient.
sioner Harley
Ar April 2, schs Lavolta, Mol lie Rhoades,
the State road work.
Street Commissioner Hurley advised the
Class leader—W. A. Bonsey.
Ella F Crowell
appropriation for
Ar April 8, sch Franconia
Trier of appeals—F. F. Simonton.
was a bad place between the
purchase of another machine, saying the
He said there
Ar April 4. schs Samuel Hart, Cora Green,
Custodian of deeds and other legal pa- Charles
where the State road work of last work on the roads could be done more
Trickey
point
Sid March 81, schs John Bracewell, N Y,
lean at Ellsworth Falls ended and the satisfactorily and economically with two pers—B. T. Sowle.
Providence
Georgietta
He suggested an appro- machines than one.
Committeei.
Sid April 2. schs Mary Weaver, N Y; Willie
Bangor bridge.
Aid. Patten moved that the city purmissions—Mrs. R. J. Alexander, L Maxwell, NY
of |400.
Foreign
priation
Sid April 3, sch Julia Frances, N Y
Sid April «, schs Lavolta, N Y; Litsie D
Aid. Hagan favored aach an appropria- chase a new road machine. The ayes and Mrs. Sylvia Silva, Mrs. B. T. Sowle.
he had no objection nays being called for, the board voted as
Home missions and church extension— Small, Newport
tion. Aid. Small aaid
Southwest Harbor—Ar March 80, sch John
when tbe appropria- follows: Yeas, Aid. Parcher, Moore and Mrs. Anna Grant, Mrs. C. H. Grindal,
if the work stopped
B Norris
of continuing Patten; nays, Aid. Hagan and Small.
Mrs. Mary Card.
instead
Ar April l, schs Bloomer, J Kennedy, salt
was
exhausted,
tion
Parker Sons.
tbe appropriation.
Aid. Moore, Patten and Parcher were
Sunday schools—Mrs. Grace Barron, forSidJames
the work far beyond
March 28, sch Mildred May
waa decided appointed a committee with power to se- Mrs. W. A. Bonsey, Mrs. Fannie Hopkins.
of
Sid
f400
March
25, schs S L Foster, Rena A Percy
An appropriation
Tracts-Mi§8 Julia Barron, Wesley A.
lect and purchase a machine.
APFHOPHIATIOKB.
BORN
Adjourned.
Sowle, Mrs. Ada Johnson.
Temperance—W. A. Bonsey, R. J. AlexTbe budget of appropriation! wu tben
HAMMOND—At Winter Harbor, March 28,
and passed.
ander, Mrs. M. A. Armstrong.
to Mr and Mrs E C Hammond, a daughter.
given its two readings
MOUTH OF THR R1VRK
Education—Mrs. H. B. Haskell, Mrs. HILL—At West Brooksville, April 1, to Rev
Tbe appropriations as voted are given
and Mrs Harry Hill, of Searsport, a daughFrank Garland is at home (or a fort- Cora Pomeroy, Miss Annie Mitchell.
below, with the appropriations ot last
ter.
Freedman’s aid—Mrs. Florence Blais- 8TOVER—At
before for comparison:
night.
Bluehill, April 8, to Mr and Mrs
year and the year
Mrs.
Mabel
Mrs.
W.
A.
Ira G Stover, a daughter.
nell,
Bonsey,
1908
1909
1910
Leon Swett has gone to Bar Harbor for
Funds.
Bridges.
05,498
00,000
00.000
Contingent,
employment.
MARRIED.
6.000
4,600
4.600
Hospitals—Mrs. Isabel Wardwell, Mrs.
Highway,
Capt. John Kay has gone to Bartlett’s A. P. Echenagucia, Mrs. Laura Curtis.
1,600
Writ side road
BRIGGS—LEWIS—At Winter Harbor, March
Island
on
business.
900
1.000 1,600
Church records—Board of stewards.
Sidewalk,
81, by A E Small, esq, Miss Flora Briggs, of
600
600
400
South Gouldsboro, to Clarence Lewis, of
Bridge.
Mrs.
Florence
Irving Closson has gone to Bartlett’s
Auditing accounts
1.600
Eastport.
1,000
1,000
Bock crushing,
Island to work for George F. Ray.
Blaisdell.
DAVIS
GRINDLE
At Brooksville, March
760
764
400
State road,
Board of
and furniture
29, by J J Cousins, esq, Miss Jennie Davis,
Clarence W. Alley, who has had employParsonage
1,560
8,560
3.560
of Bar Harbor, to Freeman L Grindle, of
City poor,
stewards.
ment in Boston, is home for a short vaca1,000
1.000
Bluehill.
Insane.
Church music
Mrs. F. F. Simonton, HAILIG
1.000 tion.
8.000
4,600
ROMER
At
Fernandina. Fla,
City schools,

CITY MEETING,

—

—

SbbRttMnunts.

Blood Humors
It Is Important that you should now rid your
blood of those impure, poisonous, effete matters
that have accumulated In it during the winter.
The secret of the unequaled
and really wonderful success of

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

remedy (or Blood Humors is the fact that it combines, not simply
sarsaparilla, but the utmost remedial values of more than twenty ingredients,—Roots, Barks and Herbs,—known to have extraordinary efficacy in purifying the blood and building up the whole system.
There is no real substitute for Hood’s Sarsaparilla, no just as good
medicine. Get Hood’s today, in liquid form or tablets called Sarsatabs.
as a

Pine Hill Concrete
ELLSWORTH,
WALTER

BONSEY,

A.

Co.,

ME.,

Proprietor.

—

—

—

—

2,900
400
400
400
900

High .school,
Text-book and supplies,
Scboolhouse,
Supt. of schools.
Police,
Fire department,
City library.
Interest on oity debt.

City

water.

light,
Perpetual care

Electric

cent

lots,

Hose,

2,300
600
600
500

2.600
800

1,200
2,600
900

9.500
2.000
2.200
57
860

3,600
2,000
2,265
69
260

2,900
400

4C0
600
760
3,000
700
8.900

Bonds of J. H. Bresnahan (or collection
of back taxes, $3,000; Leonard M. Moore,
treasurer, $5,000; D. L. Fields, constable at
targe, $500; and Jeremiah Hurley, street
commissioner, $800, were approved and
ordered filed.
Resignation of Edward R. Card as driver
of fire team was accepted, and Leo J.
Wardwell was elected to fill the vacancy.
John H. Bresnahan was appointed constable at large.
Tbe board voted a donation of $50 to
tbe Grand Army post for Memorial Day
expenses, and the free use of Hancock
ball.

member of
Resignation of L. F. Giles
the school board was accepted, and E. J.
Walsh was elected to fill the vacancy.
A request of the village improvement
society for the enforcement of the
as

prohibiting expectoration

on

the sidewalks, the distribution of handbills and throwing of rubbish in tbe
highways and public places, was received.
The city marshal was instructed to enforce the ordinance.
Petition of the New England Telephone
& Telegraph Co. for right to erect poles
and wires on the old Lanaolne road from
Pierce’s corner to the Lamoine line was
received, and hearing ordered for Monday
evening, May 2.
Petition for a light on Spruce street
near the house of Frank Moon was referred to the committee on electric lights.
ROLLS OF ACCOUNTS.

Rolls of accounts
lows:

Police,
Poor,
Electric light,

Eire

Dept,

were

passed

Simeon C Fuller,
E L Drumtney,
Michael J Drummey,
B H & U E Power Co.
Mrs H H Emerson,
Mary A Hodgkins,
James Clark & Co,
E E Springer,
Edward K Card,
Wm H Pomroy,
Ticonic Hose Co,
Charles J Treworgy,
Charles L Morang,
Shirley M Garland,
H W Morang,
Dennis McCarthy,
Arthur Hare,
Daniel Hurley,

as

•School,

to 00

295 83
281 03
14 75
14 50
17 10
10 00
45 00
45 00
120 00
2 70
34 85
1 75

Co,

Raymond Camber,
Lawrence G Higgins,

Charles E Alexander,
Millard Jordan,
A H A John Lullam,
Freeman D Smith,
ciunsru Haney,
Edward
naur/,
Text book sup,.Campbell Pub Co,
Schoolhouse, Whitcomb, Haynes &
Frank
L
Contingent,
Heath,
Asa W Maddocks,
Martin A Garland,
Austin H Joy.
Almon G Jellison,
Nathan C King,
John A Lord,
Henry S Adams,
Campbell Pub Co,
George H Brooks,
Charles J Treworgy,
Ernest D Giles,
Delbert M Higgins,
Maine Ins Hospital,
Wm E Whiting, atty,
B H & U R Power Co,
L W Jordan,
James R Carter,
Orrin W Tripp,

Total...
STREET

fol-

Aviount.
$ 21 00

Whiting Bros,
Edward E Doyle,
fiuptof scha. PA A Killam,
High school, Andrew M Moor,
Hancock Co Pub
A M Franks,
Ernest D Giles,

Co,

200
200
2 00
13 02
420
41 66
285
500
1 00
15 00
500
500
20 00
500
250
80 00
10 00
6 25
1 85
2 00
200
200
2 37
800
20 00
2 00
2 00
100 00
200
2 75
1 00
200
36 48
27 50
8 75
85 00
200
600

COMMISSIONER’S BOLLS.
$89 59

April 1,.

of

living

alone.

They

have the

sympathy

all.

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

Albion Wood and wife have moved to
Ellsworth.

Sidney Moore spent Sunday with relatives in Brewer.
Oscar
Harbor

Doyle
for the

and wife have gone to

Bar

has

been

visiting

returned home.

108 50

$801 88
Grand total.
$1,877 63
The request of Senator *, Hale hose company for increase of salary was taken np.
It was voted to.reduce the
company from

Local preacher—M. S. Beckwith.
Sunday school superintendent—W. A
Bonsey.
Mrs.
President of ladies’ aid society
—

Blaisdell.
On motion of B. T. Sowle, a very kindly
resolution concerning the former pastor,
Rev. W. F. Emery, was passed. The matter of the future pastor was left to the
wisdom of the cabinet. The conference
meets at Calais April 20.

Miss Ethel Crabtree, who has spent the
winter in Medford, Mass., is home.
The mumps is prevalent. The latest
victims are Mrs. Clara Johnson and Miss
Elizabeth Foss.

DIED.
BRIDGES—At

Bucksport, April 2, Concider
Bridges, aged 87 years, 11 months, 24 days.

CARTER—At North Ellsworth, March 29,
Emma, wife of Vincent M Carter, aged 38
years.
DOUGLAS—At Bangor, March 29, Mrs Sarah
Bickford Douglas, aged 92 years, 2 months,
17 days.
HAfeLAM—At Waltham, April 4, John Haslam, aged 86 years, 8 months.
NORTON—At Patten, April 2, Noah F Norton,
formerly of Penobscot, aged 78 years, 1 day.
PETRIE—At North
March 28,
Sullivan,
Blanch G, wife of Robert Petrie, aged 38
years.
WILSON—At Bucksport. March 29, William
W Wilson, aged 82 years.

W. Foss left Friday on a business
Boston and New York. His son
Orlando accompanied him.

WE ARE PREPARED TO DO

—

March 28, by L Beugnet, esq, Miss Maggie A
Hailig, of Fernandina, to Raymond R
Romer, of Fernandina, formerly of Trenton.
LOWE-GRANT-At Cherryfield, April 2, by
Rev C Leavens Eldridge, Mrs Belle A Lowe
to Charlie C Grant, both of East Snllivan.
PERKINS
DEARBORN
At
Old Town,
March 28, by Rev George C Howard, Miss
Gertrude A Perkins, of Bucksport, to Harry
H Dearborn, of West Lebanon.
RANKINS—MOORE—At Otis, March 80, by J
O Jordan, esq. Miss Jennie M Rankins to
Martin H Moore, both of Mariaville.

Florence

Any Kind of Concrete Work
such as

Tell

Crabtree, who has spent the
vacation at his home here, returned
to the U. of M. Saturday.
Miss Edith Foss returned to Higgins
classical institute Monday, after spending
the Easter vacation with her parents.
Easter

Harvey Snow and wife have moved into
the rooms over their store, and are housekeeping.
M.
April 4.
What

is

a

Christian?

President Hyde, of Bowdoin college,
Roy Plaisted cut his hand badly last
week. At present he is staying in Ells- gives his definition of being a Christian:
In the home, it is kindness,
worth to be near his physician.
In business, it is honesty,
In society, it is courtesy,
ISLES FORD.
In work, it is thoroughness,
Mrs. Amanda Perkins, of Hall Quarry, is
In play, it is fairness,
C.
James
at
Sprague’s.
the fortunate, it is congratuToward
employed
lation.
of
was
the
Seawall,
Mrs. Cora Haynes,
Toward the unfortunate, it is pity,
guest of Mrs. Walter Hadlock last week.
Toward the wicked, it is resistance,
Toward the weak, it is help,
Miss Ethel Stanley has returned from
Toward the strong, it is trust,
Toward the penitent, it is forgiveness,
Toward God, it is reverence and love.

Miss Carrie Grant, of Cherryfield, is to
teach the spring term of school, which
commences

to-day.

Mrs. Lizzie Holmes, of Southwest Har-

bor,

GUARANTEED DANDRUFF
CURE.

in town visiting her brother,
Mayo and family, last week.

was

William

Rev. Mr. Tingley and Mr. Alcock have
held meetings every other evening alternately in the church, both here and at
Great Cranberry island for the past week.
8.
April 4.
_

GOTT’S ISLAND.
are

getting ready for

a

improving.

Our daily mail commences to-day, and
will continue until Oct. 1.
Mrs. Edwin M. Joyce, of Atlantic, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Philip Moore.
Frank Babbidge, who has been painting
Petit Plaisanta cottage, got through
with his job Thursday.
Chips.
April 2.

on

2Urtjntiartiurtta.

Beware of the druggist who tells
you that any other hair tonic is just
as good as Parisian Sage—he knows
better.
G. A. Paroher is the agent for Parisian Sage, and he won’t try to give
you something just as good, because
be knows that Parisian Sage is guaranteed to cure dandruff, stops falling
hair, and cure all diseases of the soalp
in two weeks or money back.
He knows that Parisian Sage is
highly recommended as the most
and rejuvenating hair dressng known. It makes the hair fluffy
and beautiful and is not sticky or
greasy. Fifty cents a large bottle at
He will guarantee
G. A. Parcher’s.
it. Made in America only by Giroux
Mfg. Oo., Buffalo, N. Y. The girl
with the Auburn hair on every package.

fileasant

Steps, Concrete Building

us

what you want and s;ot

O. W. & F. Ju. A! A SON
FOR SALE
The Essington Farm, situated on the Surry Road about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2 story
house with ell. 10 finished rooms, large barn, well fitted. Wood shed, carriage house, hennery,
all in good repair About 50 acres ot land, large part of which Is in good condition for cultivation
Cuts ten tons ot hay which could be easily doubled. Large wood lot. Would make a beautlfu.
summer home. Pleasantly situated and has fine shore privilege on sheltered cove, at the outlet ol
Union river, a rare bargain. Price upon application.
QEORQE

THE

H.

GRANT

ELLSWRTH.

CO.,

GENERAL INSURANCE.

REAL ESTATE.

THE—

CLARION.

Stomachs Repaired.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is
sure

SPECIAL
CAMPAIGN
OFFER.

September.

Commercial'a
the
in
on
grange voting contest will be given
these new subscriptions, if sent in before April 30, the date the contest
closes; that is, ten votes for each dollar
paid in, and also credit toward the
special prizes to be awarded to the
having the largest amount to
ts credit in new subscriptions. The
credited
name of the grange to be
should be given at the time of payment. Send orders to
Votes

f;range

J. P. Bass Publishing Go.,
Bancor, Me.

Commercial

ELDRIDGE,

J. P.

he wear is in
the mixture.
The reason that
Lamson & Hubbard hats hold their
distinctive style, without
soft and rusty,
rests in the L. & H. FurFelt, a special mixture of
furs and the L. & H. Dye.

growing

Over 30 years’ experience in
the scientific mixture of furs
in the L. & H. laboratory has
resulted in obtaining the

Ellsworth.

E. K.

Hopkins,

Successor to Foster Marble and Granite

Franklin

Co.,

Street,

wishes to call your attention to his shop full of
the latest and best designs of Cemetery art
work, and to the fact that he will sell these new
goods at a small margin.
The public is invited to call and inspect these
flue designs if in want of anything in marble or

granite.
He has

a man

who has been in the business

thirty years and can guarantee afirstclass
job in every respect, and nice LETTERING is
his specialty. Please drop in aud look at a new
departure in Marble work.
over

At LUCHINI’S
Bananas, wholesale and
retail; Fruit of all kinds;
the purest of Olive Oil;
Soda and Soft Drinks;
Ice Cream.

felts
the fashionable
L. & H. Derbies are moulded. CONFECTIONBRY, NUTS,
TOBACCO AND CIGARS.
The L. & H. Hats are made

from which

For the Mail Who Cares.

LUCHINI,
Giles Block, Main St., Ellsworth, Me.

Many stylish shapes

to suit

the individual taste.

Reliable Olo. Co.
Ellsworth, Mo.

Rug Works

Oriental

Factory rebuilt—brick,
improvements.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy rugs made from bid
woolen, tapestry, brussels or velvet carpets.
Carpets cleaned dean. Returned by next freight.
modern

Send for circular.

L.

As a special campaign offer the
Bangor Daily Commercial will

be sent postpaid to new mail subscribers from now until September 27,
for $2 in advance. Old subscribers
may have the benefit of this campaign
offer by paying arrearages now due, if
any. This offer will give subscribers
the Commercial up to two weeks
after the date of the State election in

a

to meet every

Main Street,

strongest wear-resisting
Just
Oures catarrh or money back.
wreathe It in. Complete outfit, including
nhalerfl. Extra bottles 60c. Druggists.

Publishers Dally sod Weekly

prices.

our

Real Estate and Insurance

_

Bar Harbor, where she has been visiting
relatives.

Terrace

Blocks and Posts.

asbittianncnta.

to

Relieves Distress In Five Minutes—
Guaranteed to Cure Indigestion,
or Money Back.
day.
Let Mrs. Griffith tell yon about ML
The community was saddened Tuesday,
An Easter concert was given at the
o-na, the greatest prescription for
March 29, by the death of Emma, wife ol Union church Sunday evening. A pro- stomach troubles ever written:
Vincent M. Carter, after a short illness ol gram consisting of recitations, Bongs and a
“For years I have doctored for acute
pneumonia. Besides her husband, she drill was enjoyed by all.
gastritis, but only received slight
and had to be careful what I
a
Mrs.
small
leaves three
children, mother,
George A. Wardwell, of Bucksport, chief benefit,
Mary Maddocks, of this place, who was engineer with Commander Peary on his ate. But, thanks to Mi-o-na stomach
tablets, I can now eat anything. Last
ill at the time, two sisters and three
Northern trips, will give an illustrated
after partaking of a hearty
brothers—Mrs. Minnie Hadeen, of Lowell, talk at the town hall April 14, under the Christmas,
turkey dinner, I was seized with an
Mass.; Mrs. Lottie Tripp, Galen and Al- auspices of Pamola grange. His talk will attack of acute indigestion, and the
vin Maddocks, of this place, and Fred
be relative to his experience in the North. doctor worked over me for hours beJ*
fore I got relief. He paid me eight
Maddocks, of Brewer. Funeral service*
April 4.
visits before I could say I was well
were held at the church Thursday afterORLAND.
EAST
enough to sit up. But since then I
noon, Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating.
have taken Mi-o-na tablets, and I
Mrs. Jennie Gross and son Stewart are
have not been troubled since. Before
F. B. Gross.
visiting
WEST ELLSWORTH.
using Mi-o-na I bad attacks about
is
W.
F. Wentworth
sawing long every month.” Mrs. Ida Griffith, 1213
Mrs. Gertrude Stackpole and little son lumber and shingles.
C St., Washington, D. D., July 5, 1909.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are sold by
are ill.
Henry Dunbar is making repairs on the
druggists everywhere and at G. A.
Heleu Beal is visiting her grandfather, schoolhouse.
Parcher’s for 50 cents a large box.
Mr. Severance.
Enoch Harriman and wife have invited They are guaranteed to cure indigesMrs. John C. Meader, who has had a their friends in to-night to celebrate the tion, sour stomach, belching gas, dizbad cold, is better.
thirty-fifth anniversary of their wedding. ziness, biliousness, heaviness, or any
stomach ailment.
Theresa Emery spent a few days at Mrs.
Harry White left Saturday for Waltham,
Try Booth’s Pills for constipation—
Grace Barron’s last week.
Mass., where he has employment.
a joyful surprise—25c.
wood
with
are
brothers
from
sawing
is
recovering
Guptill
Mrs. Stella Dunbar
their machine in Dollardtown.
her recent illness.
Mrs. Asa 8. Barron, who has been confined to her room for the past three
months, is out.
Mrs. Sargent, who has spent a few
weeks at her former home in town is now
with her son, W. A. Bonsey.

Cemetery Work,

O.

Evans

Rev. Nelson Hadeen and wife, of Lowell,
Mass., who were called home by the illness
and death of Mrs. Hadeen's sister, Mrs.
Emma Carter, returned to that city Satur-

is

$198 88

strong.

trip

summer.

Evelyn DeWitt, who
relatives in Bangor, has

Mrs. M. A. Armstrong, Mrs. G. T. Bowden.
Estimating pastor’s salary—F. F. Simonton, B. T. Sowle Mrs. Fannie Hopkins,
Mrs. Florence Blaisdell, Mrs. M. A. Arm-

HANCOCK.

Mrs. Susan Babbidge, who has been ill,

99 26
26 26

SALARY BOLL.

High school...,.
Common schools.

ter

The trawlers
start fishing.

$21411
TEACHERS’

The house of Mrs. Mabel Tenney was
Some of the contents
burned Sunday.
There was a small insurance.
was saved.
Mrs. Tenney is a widow, she and a daugh-

$1,86169

Highways.
Highways, March 14 to
Sidewalks.

Mrs. W. L. Pratt was called to Boston
the serious illness of her daughter,
Mrs. George Moren.

by

George Moore and Mrs. Georgia M
2,000
Fifleld and little grandson Robert, of Bar
2,300
65 Harbor, were the week-end
guests of
Thomas Pinkham and wife.

040,500 041.478 033.965

ordinance

Albert Fullerton has gone to Brewer to
visit his daughter, Mrs. Ambrose McDonald.

L.

MORRISON, Skowhegan, Maine.

CAMDEN WOOLENS
ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO

KAY, NO

WA8HKK.”

All klml* of laundry work done at abort notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
Ellsworth, Me
Bstey Building. State St..

Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills output. Write for Samples.

Agents Wanted in Event Town to Sell These Goods.
F. A.

Packard, Mar. Retail Department,
Box IIO, Camden. Me.

professional (laths.

ELECTRICAL !Scand J)R.

C.

E.

HOLT,

Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

BANGOR,

AND FIXTURES.

Wiring sad Supplies Cheerfully (lives.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Estey Building. State St..
Estimates

ee

DENTIST.

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts.

(over Moore's

Store), Ellsworth, Me.

Drue

ICAA American ha* subscriber* al 107
Of the in post-offices in Hancock county.
All the other papers in the County cornblued do not reach so many. The American is not the only paper printed in
Mancock county, and has never claimed to
to, but it is the only paper that can proparly be called a County paper; all the
tost are merely local papers. The circulation ; The American, barring the Bar
Barbor Record’s summer list, is larger
Wan that of all the other papers } Tinted
(a Hancock county.

COUNTY NEWS.
FRANKLIN.
Miss June Williams will teach at Lagrange.

Saturday

Carrie Hooper left
Fairfield to teach.
Miss

The X.

for

E. C. enjoyed meeting with Miss

Lola Dyer, last week.
J. Raymond Dwelley commenced
school at Winter Harbor Monday.
Miss

Amy Dyer

is

visiting

her

a

sister,

Mrs. Grace Ryder, at Bar Harbor.
Miss Hazel Bragdon entertained a party
of school friends Thursday evening.
N. Webb, wife and baby daughter
arrived Thursday to spend the summer.
Murchie Gordon conducted the evening
service at the Methodist church Sunday.
A.

n

Miss Hilda Blaisdell entertained friends
honor of Miss Priscilla Clarke, Friday.

H. W. Dunn, jr., of Ellsworth, was the
guest of his cousin. Miss Florence Dunn,
last week.
Miss Gladys Bragdon will go to Boston
this week to resume study of correct

playing.
Mrs. Bertha Wilbur and daughter Charlotte returned Saturday from a visit to
Trenton.
is
John WT. Blaisdell
loading the
schooner Ella F. Crowell with staves for
New York.
Miss Beulah
with relatives

Paine, who spent
here, returned to

two weeks
Bar

Har-

Bangor,

who

bor Saturday.
Miss Priscilla

Clarke,

of

has been a visitor at L. C. Bragdon’s,
turned home Saturday.

re-

A neighborhood dinner party met at
Mrs. J. H. West’s Thursday, and was a

pleasant surprise gathering.
The spring term of the district schools
commences April 11, with the
exception
of the school at Ryefield.
Wyman Beale, of Jonesport, commenced
school at Ryefield
Monday. Mrs. EflSe
Baker, of East Sullivan, teaches the
primary grade.
Thomas Macomber, who
leaves for
Hebron academy Monday, will be accomhis
sister
Miss Charlotte, who
panied by

remembered by the Juniors.
| thoughtfully
kindness of the children appealed to
| The
them in a touching manner, and they expressed their appreciation in this way.

“shut-ins” have been remembered
by the league through little deeds of kind-

Other
ness.

April

4._B.
NORTH SULLIVAN.

Miss Beulah Wooster is very ill of grip.
colds are prevalent.

Bad

George E. Moon, of Mt. Desert Ferry,
was in town Sunday calling on relatives.

absence of more than two years. Mr.
Mrs. Springer have many friends who

an

and
are

pleased

to

see

them at home.

OBITUARY.

April

M.

4.

LAMOINE.
Notice has been received o( the marriage
in St. Paul’s Episcopal church at Waterville, Conn., on Saturday, March 26, of
Miss Emma Rae Crighton, of Waterville,
and Jotham Gay Reynolds, of Waterbury,
formerly of Lamoine. Mr. Reynolds has a
dental office in Waterbury, where he is
well and favorably known.
Miss Abbie Coolidge is working for Mrs.
Royal at North Lamoine.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Coleman Hagan is ill with heart
trouble.
Mrs. Walter Young is ill of erysipelas in
her face.

Roy Linscott, who has been at Bar Harpast week, has returned home.
Schools in town begin this morning.
Miss Merrill, of Lee, teaches in this disbor the

Medicine

Free

in

Every

Case Where It Fails

trict.

Margaret Young is home from
Ellsworth, where she is employed, for a
Miss

to Relieve.
Neglect

or

pessimism,

we

believe,

is the

greatest enemy the public has to contend
with when applied to the loss or recovery
of health. Practically every case of consumption might have been cured if hope
liad been maintained and proper treatment
had been resorted to at the first symptom
of the disease. Until the advanced stage
is reached, consumption is curable. Catarrh is responsible, we believe, for many
oases of consumption.
It is about catarrh we w'ant to talk to you to-day, inci-

dentally consumption,
*0 closely allied.
We have

since the two

are

medicine made from a prescription of one of the most successful caa

c|lk«r

Irving Torry and family, of Swan’s Island, nave moved into the Alfred Higgins
house.

Miss Margery Sprague, of Southwest
Harbor, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Nettie
Rumill.
Mrs. Flora Murphy will go to McKinley
for the summer, to work in the

soon

few weeks.

Mrs. Lois Gilpatrick had a paralytic
yesterday morning and another
during Sunday night, and is now in acritshock

ical condition.

April

Y.

4.

HULL’S COVE.
L. A. Whitmore is recovering from an
operation for appendicitis.
Winthrop Stanley is at home on a short
vacation from the U. of M.
Mrs. Raymond Han scorn and Lee Hansvisiting in Mariaviile.

comare

Ludolph Hodgkins is home from New
Britton, Conn.
Eben Warren, of Otis, is visiting his
sunt, Mrs. hens Hodgkins.
Oscsr Lelsnd, who hss been in Hysnnis,
Msss., the psst winter, is home.
Mrs. Chsrles Higgins srd children
visited Mrs. J. L. Hodgkins recently.

Vivian Scammon haa (tone to Winterport to teach.
Marcia Springer went to Vinalhaven

Elliot Jordsn, who hss been in town the
psst month, will lesve this week for
Bsngor, where he hss employment ss
stewsrd on s yacht.

ing goods.

April

Bates

of Fred E. Blaisdell and wife,
for a week’s vacation from

son

college.

factory.

Mrs.

Hattie

Small

are

The schooner Abel Berkley, loaded with
forT. M. Blaisdell, went out over
Sullivan Falls March 31, the first time a
vessel ever went out of the bay so early
in the spring.
Oscar Harriman is having a serious time
ankle
that he
foot and
with
the
jammed at the quarry two weeks ago.
Erysipelas has set in, and has also made
its appearance in one hand and arm.
K.
April 4.

one-story build-

in the rear 63 feet 8 inches long and 40 feet
8 inches in width. It is expected to begin
construction early in the spring.

in

|

tion of

fll7 for

improved.

Mrs. Mary Rich, of French boro, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Charles T.
Powers.

Lewis Judkins is suffering with every
hand caused by a wound from a pitchfork. Blood poisoning is feared.

the last fiscal

Strike the Keynote of Health
Sold

Everywhere.

In boxes 10c. and He

Stops

Neuralgia

Pains

was

be

secured from the postmaster at Sutton.
PARTRIDGE COVE.

School began this morning, Miss Elvira
Smith, teacher.
Ross McDonald received the bid to lay
the new floor in town hall.

The shooting, tearing pains of
neuralgia are acaused
excitement
of
the
nerves.
Sciatica
is also nerve
by

pain,

Edgar Springer has received the job to
paint the schoolhouses in districts Nos. 2

Sloan’s Liniment, a soothing external application,
stops neuralgia pains at once, quiets the nerves, relieves
that feeling of numbness which is often a warning of
paralysis, and by its tonic effect on the nervous and
muscular tissues, gives permanent as well as immediate relief.
One Application Relieved the Pain.

and 5.

Dean Edwards cat his foot quite badly
Miss Teresa Ward has returned from
one day last week while splitting wood.
specialists known. We believe it is
SEAWALL.
Shirley Sweet, who has been in New Boston, where she has been fora number
positively w ithout an equal. We are so
of w eeks.
Everett Newman moved into Mrs. Lizzie
satisfied that we are right that we will Briton, Conn., during the winter, is home.
Harry Haynes and wife were called to Moore’s house this week.
Daniel Brewer is at home from New
supply the medicine free in every instance
Trenton last week by the death of his
where it is used according to directions Hampshire, where he has been employed
Vinal Pierce, of Sutton island, is movmother, Mrs. Hopkins.
tfor a reasonable length of time, should it during the winter.
ing into Mrs. C. W. Newman’s house.
lail to give satisfaction in every particuMarch 28.
Anne.
Walter Allen is home from Kent’s Hill,
Mrs. Nancy Sawyer, who has spent the
lar. We want every one to try this mediand Abe Somes from Bowdoin for the winter in Bar Harbor with her
daughter,
cine at our risk. There are no conditions
Easter recess of two weeks.
EAST LAMOINE.
Mrs. Phebe Rodick, is at home.
attached to our offer.
We put the user
March
28.
Thomas Lawson and two daughters,
John Lancaster, who is employed at
Dolly.
under no obligation to us whatever.
Nicolin, visited his mother, Mrs. Etta Dorothy and Bunnie, are visiting his sisThe medicine wre want you to try is
MARLBORO.
ter, Miss Mary A. Lawson.
Lancaster, a few days last week.
Sexall Mucu-Tone. It is a catarrh remMelvin Wilbur has gone to Presque Isle,
Mrs. Almena Holt, who has passed the
High school closed last week for Easter
edy that goes direct to the seat of trouble.
winter with her sister, went to Dover last vacation. Primary and grammar schools where he has employment.
It is carried by the blood to every part of !
resume to-day, after twTo weeks’ vacation.
to visit her son, Dr. H. A. Holt.
his family
Harry Rodick is
the system.
It purifies and enriches the Friday
j Mr. Gregory, U. S. civil engineer, was Mrs. Ada Somes returned Saturday home after spending moving
the winter in Bar
*>lood, tones up the mucous cells and
Harbor.
tarings about a condition of health and at the coaling station last Tuesday on from Northeast Harbor, where she has
Are.
April 4.
He returned to Washington been visiting her brother, Dr. Richardson,
strength that tends to prevent the germs business.
for two weeks.
of consumption from getting a start. Be- Wednesday.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
March 28.
J. E.
N.
sides this, Kexall Mucu-Tone is a wonderj April 4.
Mrs. Elsie Robbins Varney left Thurs-ini appetizer,
digestive aid and flesh- j
of last week for Boston to join her husOAK POINT.
builder.
EDEN.
Its good effects are often felt
;
band. From there they will go to the
There is a large crew of men at work on
from the very first dose. It is one of the
B.
V.
is
in
on
Grant
Aurora
business.
j
Great lakes, where Mr. Varney has emlargest and most satisfactory selling medi- the J. J. E. Rothery cottage.
The clam factory is doing a good busiployment.
cines that wfe have ever had anything to
Tom Rich and wife are receiving con- ness.

Mr. J. C. Lee. of noo Ninth St.. S. E., Washington, D. C., writes:
141 advised a lady who was a great sufferer from
neuralgia to try Sloan’s LiniAfter one application the pain left her and she has not been troubled
with it since.**

—

ment.

Sloan's
Liniment

is the best
Joints and

remedy for Rheumatism, Stiff
Sprains and all Pains.

At AU DrnggUta. Price 25c., 60c. and 91.00.
Sloan’s Treatise on the Horse sent Free.
Address

tarrh

DR. EARL S.

1

March 28.
L.
do with.
gratulations on the birth of a son, March
William H. Grant, who has been very ill
We know so much of the great good 31.
Mo
false
has
fine
the
received
a
marked
the
basket
of
protons*
career
of
past month,
that it has done that we personally back
David Marshall and wife, who have been
Ely’s Cream Balm. Being entirely harmless,
it up w ith our reputation and money, j
it is not responsible, like the catarrh snuffs
their daughters, Mrs. Ladd and
visiting
which fact should be ample guarantee to
and powders, for minds shattered by cocaine.
Mrs. Murch, have returned home.
Rexall Mucu-Tone
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
The great virtue of Ely’s Cream Balm is that
satisfy anybody.
A
April 4.
C.
it speedily and completely overcomes nasal
comes in two sizes, 60
cents and fl.OO.
catarrh and hay fever.
Back of this stateWe urge you to try it. Be member you
Soothes itching skin. Heals cuts or burns
ment is the testimony of thousands and a
can obtain Rexall Remedies in Ellswo/th
without a scar.
•rantat. Ask for CII^.C IiWtEB S reputation of many years’ success. All
Cures piles, eczema, salt
DIAMOND It RAND FILL*, for Ift
drug- |
only at oar store-The Rexall Store. E. Q. rheum, any itching. Doan's Ointment. Your
ytmn known as Best, Safest. Always Reliable
gists. 60c., or mailed by Ely Bros., 66 Warren j
Moore, cor. opp. post office.
i
druggist sells it.—Advt.
j
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE Street, New York.

S PILLS

to

year.

Miss Georgia Eaton left Friday for
Capt. W. L. Staples was in town over Belfast. Her mother
accompanied her as
night on his way home from New York to far as
Bangor, returning this morning.
Atlantic.
A.
April 4.
Miss Sarah Pickering, who had to close
BASS HARBOR.
her school last week on account of illness,
resumed her work Monday.
Frank P. Rich has gone to Lynn, Mass.,
Mrs. Thomas Greene, E. Allen Greene where he has employment.
and Frank L. Greene are among those who
Eugene Stanley and wife, who have been
are having their houses painted.
away several week9, are home.
Mrs. Lucy J. Staples came from Atlantic
Benjamin Murphy sold his sloop last
Friday. She will be employed for the week to Walter Arey, of Camden.
summer with Miss Clara Raynes at Sunset.
James Benson and family have moved
Clarence Dow’ and wife returned from to the Lawson
place for the summer.
Bristol Saturday. They will sell their
March 28.
X. Y. Z.
and
remove
to
here,
place
permanently
INDIAN POINT.
Bristol, where Mr. Dow has employment.
Rex.
Miss Paula Williams, who has spent her
April 4.
vacation at her home in Gardiner, reMT. DESERT.
turned Saturday to resume teaching.
Colds and grip are quite prevalent here
S. H. Leland and wife, who have spent
at present.
the winter at Manset with his daughter,
Mrs. Leverton is home again, after Mrs. Orrin
Fernald, have returned to their
spending tbe winter in Portland and vi- home here.
cinity.
March 28.
H.

CHICHESTER

PILLS

Application
forms and full information concerning
the requirements of the examination can

Rockland

The third degree was w’orked on a can- j
didate at Marine lodge, Tuesday night.
I

the postmaster at this office

healths

the bile remedy that is safe to
use and convenient to
tale.
A dose or two will relieve the
nausea and dizziness,
operate
the bowels, earn- new life to
the blood, clear the head and
improve the digestion.
These old family pills are the
natural remedy tor bilious
•'omnlaints and quickly
help
the liver to

sore

j

taking

BEECHAMS

j

Mrs. James Jordan, who has been quite
much

action by

GOULDS BOKO.

Thursday.
ill, is

rect the flo w of bile, and
mirth
stimulate the liver to

summer.

Charles Moore has moved his family to
Petit Manan point, where Mr. Moore has

Tone

the whole system is offthe

ing of brick, and one of the most comSOUTH DEER ISLE.
modious, best equipped and thoroughly
up-to-date library buildings in the State.
Members of Seagirt grange are furnishis
on
Mt.
new
The site of the
library
ing their hall over the school building.
Desert street adjoining the Y. M. C. A.
Mrs. Samuel Judkins has|been very ill,
property, in the heart of the village.
but at is now considered out of danger.
It is roughly estimated that the buildByron Tricy left Monday for St. Albans,
ing will cost fT5,000. It will be 89 feet 2
inches long and 33 feet deep, with a wing Yt., where he expects to be employed this

plowing.

was

Is Out ol

stone

village library corporation.

DEER ISLE.
Some of the farmers

When the liver

Mrs. Lufkin, of Corea, will teach the
grammar scnool, to the joy of all her fall
tnd winter pupils, and Miss Smith will
teach the primary.

Harry Stanley and wife will soon move
Rockland, and will begin housekeeping.
Mr. Stanley has employment there.
taken a contract for building a wharf.
| Mr. and Mrs. Fogg, who have spent
An Easter concert was given in the j some time here with their daughter, Mrs.
Methodist church Sunday evening. The Ralph Saunders, have returned to their
program: Opening chorus, uflail, Morn home in Brooklin.
of Splendor;” scripture reading; prayer;
Fred Kackliff and wife, who hare for
exercise, “Four Angels at Eastertide;” the past two years lived in Corea, are now
is
L. W. Rumill has added another horse recitation, Hattie Rolfe; chorus, “He
moving their furniture and his collect ior
to his livery stable.
Risen;” recitation, Earl Spurting; exerrecitation, Gladys
Postmaster L. NV. Rumill is suffering cise, four children;
Rolfe; song, children; recitation, Verlie
from a severe attack of grip.
reading, Marie Rolfe; exercise,
William Murphy left for Boston March Rolfe;
“Take up Your Cross;” reading, Bertha
31 to take command of his schooner.
Handy; solo, Flora Foss; recitation,
Mrs. Charles P. Lunt will spend this Addie
Bunker; offering, taken by Hattie
week in Bar Harbor visiting her aunt, and
Gladys Rolfe; closing chorus.
Mrs. Byron Carter.
Jen.
March 28.
Mrs. Henry Thurston,
Miss
Carrie
SUTTON.
Thurston and Miss Helen Murphy left
Thursday for Boston.
Saturday, April 23, an examination will
W. A. Clark, sr., who has been at work be held at Cranberry Isles, as a result of
in Provincetown, Mass., came home Sat- which it is expected to make certification
urday, after a year’s absence, for a short to fill a contemplated vacancy in the posivacation with his family.
k
j tion of fourth-class postmaster at Sutton,
Mrs. Minnie Staples, with son Charles, ! and other vacancies as they may occur at
of Rockland, who has been visiting her | that office, unless it shall be decided in
the interests of the service to fill the vaparents, Charles D. Thurston and wife, returned home to-day, taking her mother ; cancy by reinstatement. The com pen sawith her for medical treatment.
Thelma.
April 4.

ShbmtsrotriuE.

Delia Gordon and Vivian Springer have
gone to Portland to work in a shirt waist

JESUP MEMORIAL LIBRARY.

handsome

Center, wh«„

4 to teach.

Leo,

Plsns snd speciflostions for the Jesup
memorisl library st Bsr Harbor are in
the hands of builders. The library is the
gift of Mrs. Morris K. Jesup, of New
York, in memory of her husband, who was
for many years one of Bsr Harbor’s most
prominent summer residents. It will be-'
come the property of
the Bar Harbor
a

the

is at home

BAR HARBOR.

It will be

to

Archie Gordon is sharing hoops (or F.
E. Hooper and Nason Springer.
Percy W. Donnell has employment with
Frank E. Ulaisdell in the store deliver-

Miss Msbel Allen, who hss been curing
for her sunt, Mrs. Dorothy Thomss, who
hss been suffering with s broken leg,
returned to her home Ssturdsy.
V.
March 28.

Mrs. Cora E. Clark, who has been in
Portland and Provincetown, Mass., the
past five weeks, is home.
The sewing circle met with Mrs. Robie
Rummill March 25. Fourteen members
were present.
Two quilts were tacked.

of birds

EAST FRANKLIN.

recovery.

WEST TREMONT.

angel of death has again visited
our town, this time claiming as its victim
F. W. Lunt and wife are home from
Blanche Grant, wife of Robert Petrie.
Mrs. Petrie was a native of Kilburne, N. Boston. They spent a week in Ellsworth
B., and came here as a bride. Six children before taking charge of their borne affairs.
are
were born to them, three of whom
Allan Pierce, mail carrier, has bought
living. All that kind relatives and friends the house formerly known as the Robert
on
no
and
avail,
could do was done, but of
Dix home, and has moved into one part.
Monday last she fell asleep, realizing that His wife’s mother, Mrs. David Nice, will
all was well.
occupy the front part.
Deceased was a member of the MethoThe concert at the K. of P. hall Thursdist church and of Companion court, and
day, March 24, was very successful. The
rites of the j
was buried under the full
“cap and shoe” contest between the six
order on Wednesday, March 30. Rev. C.
j little boys was the cause of much fun.
A. Purdy spoke words of consolation to I
Edwin Webster won first prise and Milthe bereaved ones. Favorite hymns of
ton Norwood the booby prize.
Proceeds,
the deceased were sung:
“Going Home,” 918.31.
“Rock of Ages” and “No, Not One”,
j Mrs. Lydia Farrell has been the means
j
Beautiful flowers from friends and the
of making, or having made, a very large
orders were in evidence bearing their mes- j
patch-work quilt for the pastor and his
sage of love and esteem. Interment was
wife. Many of the
ladies made the
in the family lot.
blocks, gentlemen furnished the money
When we leave this world of changes.
i
for lining and batting and the circle
When we leave this world of care,
tacked it.
We shall find our missing loved ones
March 24.
Thelma.
In our Father’s mansion fair.
The

icteertisnnrnta.

For Catarrh.

mw

factory.
Henry Thnrston and wife have returned
George Blake, formerly of this town,
to Dorchester, Mass., where he has emnow of Rockland, made a brief visit here
last week with his sister, Mrs. Hattie ployment.
Gordon.
William Webster has bought a boat for
Mrs. Ida Gordon, who has been ill, is fishing and scalloping. Herbert Reed will
now able to sit up a portion of each day.
go with him.
Mrs. William Drew and family and
Mrs. Letitia Sprague, who has been at
Harvey Hooper, wife and young child home for a short time, will go to Tremont
leave to-day for Oregon to make thoir for a short visit.
home.
Benjamin Gott is home from Bangor,
Onias Springer and wife are getting where he has been attending school the
settled once more to housekeeping, after past three months.

visit in Portland.
Miss Hazel Hodgkins returns to Hebron
Messrs. Arthur Bunker and William
her Easter vacation
Lawrie were the promoters of a pleasing to-day, after spending
innovation at the meeting of the Junior at home.
Mrs. Lewis McCartney has gone to Bar
league Saturday afternoon.
While the I
usual exercises were being held in the Harbor, where her husband has employvestry, they, with efficient helpers, Misses ment.
Lola Dyer and Lucy Butler,
Neal Leach, who is working ;in Bangor,
arranged in
the dining-room tables for seating the spent Saturday and Sunday with his wife
league and invited guests. At the close of at James Covey’s.
the meeting the doors were opened and
There will be a pie sociable in C. E. hall
league and guests filed to seats to partake j Thursday evening, April 8. Each lady is
of delicious walnut ice-cream,
!
fancy requested to bring a pie.
cakes and confectionery. This
pleasant j Schools
begin to-day. Miss Flora Stratentertainment was a return favor for Mr. !
ton teaches the Jordan’s river school and
Lawrie, who was confined to the house Miss
Elvira Smith returned to Partridge
with a broken limb several weeks, and Mr. I
Cove.
with
a
cut
on
his
Bunker,
leg, were each
B.
April 4.
will

Am

COUNTY NEWS.

fruit from Buy View grange, which he
deeply appreciated. He ie the oldest member in the order. All hope for hie speedy

OOU.NTY NE\v»o

SLOAN. BOSTON, MASS.

wouft) Auo«r

if

*"??*“
oceodoulljr good the* it fut becoming reeognncd
P^lP^* btemfu,
the State of Meine.
Your dealer ha* it.
get » lot
“*°

J»d»S
Uom»run chancm, return

a

or cm

any nibMute for T. & K. Coffee.

THURSTON

6*€

tl»
you.

m

*

KINGSBURY.

AifiuMpoutv&f'

NEWa

Penobscot,

who for the post four
years
had made his home with his
son, Rev. H.
W. Norton, in Dover and
Patten, died at
BROOKJLIN.
the last-named place
DEDHAM.
Saturday, April 2,
after an illness of several months with
■» in P°°r be*1,h’
Clyde McLaughlin has gone to Milo to
Herbert lisle
resumed on the Sherman cancer of the stomach, aged seventy-eight work.
k bgs been
lor the sum- years and one day.
Miss Lena Maddocks has gone to Blaine
have it in readiness
For many years Mr. Norton was one of
to teach.
Hancock
most
county’s
haa a crew at
prominent, proWalter Fogg is home from Bangor reOott, of Bluehill,
gressive and prosperous farmers, his speccottage pushing it to
from an attack of grip.
on the Kneisel
ialties being stock-raising and fruit-grow- covering
The many friends of W. B. Black and
poplct*00.
ing. He was always a large exhibitor at the
at So. 7 began Monday, with agricultural
The school
fairs, and usually carried off family regret exceedingly their removal to
teacher, and at No. 4, the first
Hamilton
B.
premiums. He was a great reader, Bangor.
’loyd
March 28.
B.
an indefatigable
fit'll Everett Hale.
worker, and a wholehas a contract for a souled genial
Miss Gladys Eldridge spent last week
gentleman, and all who ever
Arthur Sargent
boat for the scallop had the pleasure of
meeting him will with friends in Ellsworth.
orty-two-foot power
Owl’s Head parties.
grieve to learn of his death.
ehery. for
Miss Florence Sleeper, of Stillwater, is
He
will
was
also
be
cake
remembered
and
social,
given
for the
visiting her ancle, Horace Estes.
AD ice-cream
interest
he
took
in
The
the
Work
of
the grange.
proceeds
night.
the ball Thursday
Miss Cora Johnson has returned from a
the cemetery,
re for improving
visit to relatives in Beverly, Mass.
R. F. Leach has been appointed janitor
rather a peculiar
fred Cote suffered
Miss Mary Creighton, of Augusta, was
afternoon. While on and agent of the town hall.
ident Thursday
the guest last Friday of Miss Ethel Rowe.
his team,
with
Bluehill
South
A.
E.
to
Varnum and wife spent Sunday in
he wav
Mrs. John Jellison, of Gardiner, with
fell, breaking both shafts. The Bluehili, the guests of Carrie Hinckley
her little daughter, is visiting her parents,
went through one of and
hind
legs
family.
nimal's
C. E. Johnson and wife.
so that spokes had to
he forward wheels,
Willard Bowden left last week for New
liberate the horse. The
Nerry Hicks, of Boston, Va., has joined
to
off
g sawed
York, where he will join the schooner N. his
a slightly wrenched
partner, Gerald Thompson, to work
E. Ayer, for a trip.
,orSe, beyond having
on the farm purchased by them a
as did Mr. Cole.
year ago.
„ escaped injury,
Miss
Nina
Varnum returned Monday
Xenophon.
Mrs. Alfred Tracy, of Hancock, with her
March 28.
from Bangor, where she was the guest of
little daughter Leta, has been spending a
friends last week.
is in operation.
Herbert Hale’s lath mill
few days with her parents, J. F. Cowing
Roy Leach and Mrs. F. B. Mitchell and wife, and other relatives here.
Mrs. Clara Cole visited her sister, Mrs.
last sj>ent Sunday in Augusta, the guests of
B.
April 1.
8eul»h Allen, at North Sedgwick,
R. L. Ward well and wife.
reck.
NORTH
CASTINE.
Miss
Zelma Hutchins has returned from
The s' hooncr Ben Hur, Oapt. It. B.
bound for East an extended stay in Roxbury, Mass., with
George A. Qrindle has gone on a coastLong, i«--ed up Sunday,
her sister, Mrs. Theodore Q. Perkins.
ing trip to New York.
Bluehill.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist i Herbert C. Perry has gone to Boston* to
Arthur Cole lias gone to Bar island to
church is busy with rehearsals for the work at carpentering.
sork in the weir business for Capt. MedMiss Annie B. Conner will teach the
play “The Modern Sewing Society”, to be
bur.v Eaton.
spring term at West Penobscot.
for a wealthy given in about two weeks.
chauffeur
Sherman,
Guy
At the next meeting of Penobscot chapMiss Mildred Ward well has returned
Boston man, visited his cousin, Latwrence
ter, O. E. S., April 16, the entertainment ; from a visit with relatives in Castine.
jherman, last w eek.
will consist of a “B” social and supper.
j Miss Annie L. Dunbar is visiting her
Mrs. Hattie Conary and llarry Conary
Those whose names begin with B furnish
sister, Mrs. Lauren McMaster, in Chelsea,
ind wife, of Bluehill Falla, viaited Leslie
the program, while the others furnish the
Mass.
piye and wife Tuesday.
supper, serving nothing except those
Miss Olive Leach, of Penobscot, spent a
Tbc postponed Easter concert was given dishes that
begin with “B.”
few days last week with her aunt, Mrs.
Sunday evening to a large audience. The
4.
WOODLOCKK.
April
Laura Dunbar.
nercises were tlnely rendered and much

COUNTY

Banking.

COUNTY NEWS

3tebnrt(Btmnit*.

Insurance Statements.

""""nORTH

Jrk

_

“Jhorse

COMMERCIAL

la what your money will
Invented In shares of the

earn

I .WINDSOR HOTEl*

11

George Giles, who for two years has
been employed at Dr. lfagerthy’s iq, Sedgwick, has returned with bis family to his

Capt. C. M. Perkins has gone to New
Jersey to take command of the schooner

BROOK. LIN.

Carrie

Miss Alice Allen is very ill.

Buckraan.

OP LONDON, ENGLAND.
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1909.

estate,
Mortgage loans,

HlmrtiLra aidBiilniM
now

open.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Shares, B1 each; monthly pay
meats, Ml per share,

tellers’ absence.

Mrs. H E. Perkins and son James left
for an extended visit with relatives i.i Belfast and Bangor.

Tuesday

Roy Leach

been appointed census
for iho town, and will comtoence his work about the middle of
April.
The two-s
comedy drama, “Among
the Break', a,” was presented here Monha<

rnum iator

day evening by local talent from Castine
l ane »** a large and appreciagrange,
tive audience.

Gfori;*' Ward well and wife, ol Bucksport. were in town Saturday evening,
when Mr. WnrdweU gave his lecture on
his trip with
Peary to the Arctic regions.
There iv«s a full attendance. The lecture
*■" uncler the
auspices of the ladies'aid
son ty nf the
Methodist church.
Mirch 28.
Woodlocke.
DEATH

OP

NOAH P.

^’"ah F. Norton,

a

NORTON.

has gone to

Miss Ada Herrick has gone to South
Bluehill and Miss Alice Herrick to Surry,

to teach.

Will Nutter has returned to Bluehill to
resume his duties as principal of Bluehill

academy.
Miss Mildred Eaton, of South Bluehill,
will open milliuery rooms at Will Herrick’s this w'eek.
The library circle will hold a flfteencent supper in grange hail Wednesday
evening, April 6, at 6 o’clock. Three quilts
vill be tacked in the afternoon.
The missionary circle lttei with Rev. E.
E. Small and wifi at the parsonage Tues-

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying (or
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.
particulars Inquire ol
O. W. Taplsy. Bec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

an

NORWICH

Filbert Street

A. W/K mo. President.

The Cove comedy company, of South
Penobacot, presented the four-act drama,
"Valley Farm," at the grange hall Monday evening, to a large audience. Much
credit is due the company for the way in

taken.

fc'tsttorth

People Can Tell You
Why It Is So.

which the parts were
Marry Gillis is employed at South Bluehill.
Halcyon grange will celebrate its twelfth
anniversary April i!3.
Clarence Nash, of Harrington, visited

Doan's Kidney Pills cure tfcd cause of
disease, and that Is why ttfe cures arc frienda here recently.
always lasting. This reffledy strengthens
Pearl Qrindle was in Bucksport Saturand tones
up the kidneys, helping them to day to consult a doctor.
drive out of the
Miss Emma W. Hinckley returned to
body the liquid poisons
her
that cause
backache, headache and dis- Presque Isle Saturday, after Bpending
tressing kidney and urinary complaints. vacation with her parents.
Miss Esther Curtis has returned to East
Ellsworth people testify to permanent
Bluehill after spending several weeks with
cures.
Mrs. 0. M.

sister, Mrs. Irvin Bowden.
The members of Halcyon grange gave
L. C. Webber a chopping bee, which was
much appreciated. Mr, Webber is in very
poor health.
D4.
her

Alexander, 3 Washington St.,
Me., says: “Borne years ago I
suffered severely from backache. The
trouDle was not constant, but came on in
spells, and often I had to give up and go to
April
bed for the remainder of
_______
When
the day.
1 arose in
the morning I had a terrible
TKENTON.
Pain across my loins and was
scarcely able
Harbor
0 get
about. My mother, knowing of my
Epest Leland has gone to Bar
condition, procured a supply of Doan’s to work.
Kidney Pills for me at Moore’s drug store,
John Davis has returned from up river,
and I
began their use. I noticed an im- where lie has had employment.
provement after I had finished the conMrs. Bertha WUbur, with daughter, of
tents of one box, and as I continued with
Northeast Harbor, has been visiting her
he
remedy my condition improved. From aunt, Mrs. 8. W. Billings.
hat time to this I have never had
Mayany
April 4.
serious return of
kidney trouble, and cm
praise Doan’s
Kidney Pills in the highest
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
terms. Doan’s
Kidney Pills proved juSt
the antiseptic powder. It
a* effective
in my child’s case, relieving Allen's Foot-Ease,
and Incures painful, smarting, nervous feet,
“h of backache
and greatly strengthen- stantly takes the sting out of corns and
comfort discovery
the

Ellsworth,

“g his kidneys.”
Eor sale by all dealers.

Price *0 cents.
New York,
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
Bo other.

foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
•ole

884.964 8*
2,648,488 2

UNION

FIRE

INSURANCE

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

PHILADELPHIA
SifltaiDa int 2Uimboiti

$

Agents’ balances.

In

PATENTS

Effect Nov. 29, 1909.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A

M

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

PROCURED AND DEFENDED. f~ndmo<,e,»
raw’nu or photo, for expert search tuid free report.
Free advice, how to obtain patents, trade mark%
copyrights, etc., |N ALL COUNTRIES.
saves time,
Business dirert with

I A M
10 30

15AR HARBOR....lv .j
1
Sorrento
Sullivan

289,799,0*

$2,694,880 IT
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1909.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 162.749 75
Unearned premiums.
1,605,956 01
All other liabilities,
over all liabilities,

I

Write or come to us at
5SS Hlnth Street, opp. United

States Patent

65.576 68
769,867 88

Totnl liabilities and surplus.
$2,594,880 IT
O. W. TAPLKY, Agent,

"

patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Excluslvaly.

Franklin Road
Wash’gt’n June
Ki.LS WORTH
HI <sworth Falls

admitted,

Surplus

Washington

money and often the

ii uncock.

21,11703'
2,766 61

Admitted assets,

a

».Mt DesertFerry
aufteag 8 Fy.

86,0000

2,098.907 0*
178,818 21

Interest and rents.
All other assets,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

(
AMERICAN

WASHINGTON, D. C.

CENTRAL

INS.

CO.,

ST.

LOUIS, MO.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1909.

Green Lake
Phillips Lake
Holden.
Brewer June.
BANGOR.ar
..

Mortsa

Portland.ar
liosiou.ar j
BANGOR TO BAR E

ITCHING ECZEMA WASHED AWAY.

BANGOR.lv
Brewer June.
j Holden
Phillips Lake
Green Lake..
Nicolin
Ellsworth Falls
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock
Waukeag, 8 Fy
Mt Desert Ferry
Sullivan
Sorrento
BAR HARBOR....ar

spend
mendation,

25 cents

on

your

druggist’s

recom-

to cool and heal and soothe
terrible itching eruption?
By arrangements with the D. D. D. Labratories of Chicago, we* are able to make
a special offer of a 25-cent bottle of their
oil of wintergreen compound, known as
D. D. D. Prescription. Call, or write, or
telephone E. Q. Moore.
We absolutely know that the itch is
stopped AT ONCE by D. D. D. Prescription, and the cures all seem to be perma-

FIRE

EASTERN

ILegal Notices.
NOTICE OF FOBECLOSUKE.
Byron Carter, of Barry, by his
mortgage deed dated the nineteenth
day of February, a. d. 1909, and recorded in
the Hancock county registry of deeds, in
book 457, page 442, conveyed to me, the under*
signed, a certain parcel of real estate situated in Surry, in the county of Hancock, described in said mortgage as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land and buildings standing thereon, situated in Surry, said
county and State, being the homestead farm
of the late Alfred Bridges, containing thirtyseven acres
(37 acres), more or less, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Said farm is situated on the road leading from
the so called Higgins' corner to Surry village
and bounded on the noith by land of Robert
Hagerthy; on the west by Toddy Pond; on the
south by land formerly known as the John
Leach place; on the east by land of Mary
Hagerthy, and is situated on both sides or
the road, being the same premises described
in deed from Luther Bridges dated June 1»
1901, recorded in Hancock county records*
book 361, page399:” and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken; now therefore, by reason of the breach of.the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose..
March 21,1910.
Hobace M. Young,
By F. B. Snow, his attorney.

WHEREAS

•*

984 24

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Cora A. Sargent and Albert E.
of Ellsworth, county of
by their mortgage deed
dated the tenth day of December, a. d. 1892.
and recorded in the registry of deeds for said
Hancock county, in book 260, page 619, conto Walter M. Haines, deceased, laie of
veyed
said Ellsworth, a certain parcel of real estate
situated in said Lamoine, as set forth and
fully described in said deed.
And whereas the undersigned, as Phronia
L. Haines, is the duly appointed and legally
qualified executrix of the last will and testament of said Walter M. Haines; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been and
is now broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Phronia L. Hagerthy,
Executrix of the last will and testament of
Walter M. Haines, deceased.
March 22,1910.

$404,171 01

subscriber hereby gives notice that

WHEREAS
Sargent, both
Hancock, Maine,

$1,956,343 64

surplus,

DENNETT CO.,
BANGOR. ME.

&

Agents,
CO.,

INSURANCE

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1909.

Mortgage loans,

$206,160 00

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

10.500
113,015
22,617
45,825
7,037

Agents’ balances,
All other assets,
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Admitted assets,

RETURNING

00
00
35
68
22

$405,155 25

admitted,

51
45
21
55
0*
2ft

Total liabilities and surplus,
$5,562,192 61
O. W. TAPLEY. Agent,
ELL8WORTH, ME.

500.000 00
148,667 82

capital,Surplus over all liabilities,
Cash

PEARL

admitted,

Admitted assets,
$5,562,192
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 208,432
Unearned premiums,
2,244,928
All other liabilities,
105,412
Cash capital.
2,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,003,419

that

Total liabilities and

loans.

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Is it worth 25 cents to yon to stop that
awful agoinizing itch? Surely you will

Portland.lv

e

Collateral loins,
Stocks and i.onds,
< ash in office and bank,
Agents’ bui.i tic*, s.
Bills receivable,
Interest ami rents.
All other assets,

Boston.lv

phosphate factory.

machinery.
A card party

NORTH BLCEH1LL.

A Good Reason

$7,810,8352:
81, 1909.
$ 788,888 9fc
8,688,888 7*

Warren Moore has gone to Newport to
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909,
THEhe has been duly appointed adminis»
day afternoon. A pleasant time was en- work in a mill.
Leaves Boston 5 pm, Monday, Tuesday, Net unpaid losses,
$ 60.926 90 trator of the estate of
49
99,2*20
Unearned
JOHN F. REA. late of CAST1NE,
joyed by all. Dainty refreshment* were
and Friday for Rockland.
premiums,
Herbert White sold a horse to Bangor Thursday
All other liabilities,
5,989 62 | in the county of Hancock, deceased, and1
served. The ladies of the parish presented
207.066
66
bonds as the law directs.
arrival
of
Cash
a
or
on
All per5.15
given
Leaves
Rockland
capital,
m,
weak.
last
Mrs. Small with some pretty china and a parties
over all liabilities,
41,643 09 sons having demands against the estate
steamer from Boston, Tuesday, Wednesday, Surplus
of said deceased are desired to present
dozen silver teaspoons.
Rogers & Ingalls were in Bangor last Friday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$401,171 01 the same for settlement, and all indebted
j thereto are requested to make payment imUne Femme.
week on business connected with their and Intermediate
April 4.
landings.
J. E. MORTELL, Agent,

former resident of

fttctucal.

$7,861,848 ft
50,968 »

admitted.

SOCIETY, LIMITED.
ASSETS, DEC. 81, 1909.

Tha aaly amlrrati prlead betel at (
uparetlna and eeaeeaaeaee la

Bootbbay
a m, Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Miss Marion N. Saunders returned to
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, ManBet,
North Bluehill Sunday, after spending
•Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, contwo weeks with her grandparents, J. H.
necting with steamer for Boston.
wife.
and
Billings
Leaves Bar Harbor 12 00 noon, Tuesday and
The remains of William Qray, of Bock- Friday for Stonlngton, North Ilaven and Rockland, son of the late Edmond and Mary, land
were brought to Lakeside
cemetery for
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll 10-00 a m,
interment Saturday March 26.
Mondays and Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
A.
March 28.
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
NORTH ORLAND.
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Walter Douglass is home from the woods.
Leaves Bluehlll 12.00 noon, Tuesday and FriLorenzo Blatsdell has gone to Belfast to day for Deer Isle, Sargentvllle and Rockland.
a

632

75,688 1

Total liabilities and surplus,
$7,810,875 M
O. W. TAPLBY, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal

health.

work in

918,178 A

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid lo.ses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,

WHY PAT RENT
when, yon can borrow Ton your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouthy Monthly
payments end Interest together

For

840,81#

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,

A NEW SERIES
Is

$ 888,000 9#
28,000 9
#090,780 44,

Stocks and bonds,
Cash In office and bank.

Ralph Ward well left last Monday for
Capt.
Phillips
Surry.
home here.
South Boston to join the yacht Topsey as
George C. Hall has returned from Somerassistant engineer.
Mrs. Grace E. Oott and her son, May- ville, Mass.
nard Webber, came from Stonington SatMiss Ada F. Conner is at home after a
Mrs. Ada Shea, of Bar Harbor, is visiting
visit with her sister, Mrs. Augustus
urday. visiting Adelbert Seavey. They friends here.
returned to Stonington Monday.
Coombs, in Castine.
John Freethey has gone to New York to
Mrs. Frank W. Dunbar, of Penobscot,
Clamming seems to be the order of the
j1 Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
go yachting.
was a recent guest of her parents, Fred F.
day here. Many of the boya and some
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.62 nent.
F. Blake has gone to Bar Harbor
A.
Df the older ones are engaged in the busiWardwell and wife.
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
where he is employed.
ness, among them being Joseph Grindle,
J Stops on Bignal to conductor,
Roy E. Webster, who spent the winter
e Stops only to leave passengers from points
LIABILITY INSURANCE
CASUALTY
Byron Sellers and family are spending a in Islesboro, left last week for Lubec to
iged seventy-nine, and Capt. Emory E.
east of Washington Junction,
few weeks at Sunshine.
Dodge, aged seventy-seven years.
COMPANY OF AMERICA,
a Stops to leave but not to take passengers.
prepare for a fishing trip.
Xenophon.
Mrs. Florence Blaisdell will leave for
April t.
March 28.
L.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
NEW YORK CITY.
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston Thursday on business.
Boston and St John.
PENOBSCOT.
BROOK8VILLE.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1909.
R. L. Smith has returned from Boston,
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proLeou A. Little Held has moved bis family where he
Albion Closson and son Olin, have gone cure tickets before entering the trains, and
spent the past week.
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Real estate,
to Cdstine for the summer.
Mrs. E. K. Tapley has returned from to Swan's Island, where they have employ- Ellsworth.
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Miss Esther Curtis, of Bluehill, is visitF. E. BOOTHBY,
ment.
Brooksville, where she has been visiting.
Stocks and bonds,
$1,199,775 79
General Passenger Agent.
346.742 93
Cash in bank and office,
ing Freeman Bowden and wife.
The Ice went out of Walker’s pond
Alton Herrick and Mahlon Hill are at
MORRIS MCDONALD,
892,925 98
Agents’ balances,
Mrs. Eva M. Sellers, of Ellsworth, is home from
Vice President & General Manager.
Bills receivable.
8,388 51
Colby college for a short vaca- March 27, the earliest known lor many
Interest and rents,
13,510 43
Portland, Me.
Visiting i)r. and Mrs. Ward well.
years.
tion.
Oross assets,
$1,956,343 64
Miss Lizzie Campbell, who is working in
Cipt. J. B. Sellers left Monday to take
R. R. Babson and family came from
charge of bis vessel, Mary Ann McCann.
Admitted assets,
$1,956,343 64
Roxbury, Mass., Saturday for two weeks’ the Ush net tactory at Vinal Haven, iB at
home for a tew days.
Capt. Dawes and son Ellery left this visit.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1909.
veeL in their boat for the season’s tlshmg.
Bentley Q. Qrindle has moved his family
Orris Greene, of West Brooxsville, is
Net unpaid losses,
Mrs. Hilla Sellers is boarding with B. H. employed at the Phillips house for the home after spending the winter with Mrs.
$414,216 89
Unearned premiums,
773,649 42
A. P. Friend, who is much improved in
Leach and wife a few weeks daring Capt. season.
All other liabilities,
119,809 51
leaves Bar Harbor 10 < 0
Steamer
Fred

ASSURANCE

Real

W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
fiWBBW. tl-N per dap dad up
lirartran, hr par dap and up

_

ippreciated.

UNION

CO., Ltd.,

greatest
bunions. It’s
or
of the age. Allen’s Foot-Ease makes tight
It Is a certain cure for
new shoes feel easy.
feet.
iweatiQKt callous, swollen, tired, aching
Try it
Always use it to Break in New
**
to-day. Sold everywhere. By
In stamps. Don’t accept any substitute. For
S. uimAllen
address
trial
FREE
package,
»ted, Le Roy, N. Y.

h**1!

was

given by W.

W.

E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor,

Bil-

lings and wife at their borne Friday
was
the
game
evening. Sixty-three
played by quite a number of the guests.
Refreshments were served. All report a
delightful time.
B.
April 4.

Charles E. McCluskey.
mediately.
Casiine, March 22,1910.

Bucksport, Maine.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,

WEST TRENTON,

X.TNA INSURANCE

HARTFORD FIRK INSURANCE COw,

COMPANY.

HARTFORD, CONN.

OF

DEC. 31, 1909.

ASSETS

The relatives and friends of Amos N.
Eaton were shocked to hear of his death,
which occurred at 1 o’clock Thursday
morning, March 31, at the hospital in Boston, where he submitted to a serious operation two weeks ago. His remains were
taken to his home in Middleboro, Mass.,
where funeral services were held at the
Unitarian church
Sunday afternoon,

588.207 93
14,774,601 39
1,508,882 37
1,318,240 34
69,202 02

Real estate.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

$

Oross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$18,259.134 05
197,023 72

$18,062,110 83

Admitted assets,

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.

8.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

3UrfierU*mcntiS

*R»,e CMARRH

Aggregate, including capital and surplus,

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly

PH4ENIX

absorbed
is
Gives Relief at Once.

INSURANCE

$ 600,621 94

6,719.976 70
678,807 35
4,100,000 00
6,062,704 34

COMPANY.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1909.
$ 141,018 38
Real estate.
52,983 83
Mortgage loans.
15,200 00
Collateral loans.
8,121,708 00
Stocks and bonds,
707,633 59
Cash in office and bank,
789,851 63
Agents’ balances.
74,261 98
Interest and rents.
52,835 31
All other assets,

HAY FEVER

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance during the next five

DEC.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

care

may

and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
orbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farff
M. J. Dbummby
house.

admitted,

|

Total liabilities and

For

half

over

a

by

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

(

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

(23,086.663

written

the

policies

our

agency have pro-

County.
We pay all losses promptly. Insure with us. It
no

more; you

$9,954,982 22
13,557 99

get

the

best.

$9,941,424 23
31, 1909.
$ 49934514
4,293,241 71
82,000

00

2,000,000 00
3,066,887 38

surplus, $9,941,424 23

BOSTON INSURANCE COMPANY,
137 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909.
Real eatate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

$

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

$6,303,300 43

Admitted

assets,

LIABILITIES DEC.

64,100
4,524,760
384,680
479,098
60,004
25,587
4,839

00
25
36
55
68
78
26

86,711 28

$6,266,589
31, 1909.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

40,129 55

720,100 00

surplus,

15

22
78
75
00
3,033,786 40

331,226
1,814.274
87.361
1,000,000

$0,266,589 15

31, 1909.

admitted,

897.500 00
395,166 67
13,000 00
17,714,473 06
1,161,030 49
2,696.411 50
209,081 89
61

(23,035,700 61

Admitted assets,

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

admitted,

CONNECTICUT.

ASSETS DEC.

tected property In Hancock

costs

HARTFORD,

century

$18,062,110 33

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Restores the Senses of
Taste and Smell Full size 50 cts., atDruggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York*

S5f* Jears

j

E. B. Gardner & Son,

Mrs. Eva C. Hopkins and two boys,
Howe and Harold, have returned home
from Ellsworth where they have been visiting relatives for a week.

April 3.
April 4.

BLUEHILL, ME.

i

surplus, (23,035,700 61

THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INS.
HARTFORD,

CO,

CONN.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1909.

( 253.800 00

Real estate,

Mortgage loans,

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents.
Gross assets
Admitted

admitted,

assets,

00
00
00
11
89
36
72

(6,969,518 08
(6,969,518 08

LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and

915,750
29,000
4,949,546
405.915
353.441
22,728
39,336

31, 1909.
( 269,108 08
3,848,271 41
51,196 47
1,000,0 0 00
1,800.942 12

surplus, (6,969,518 08

COUNTY NEWS.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Hows

Hodgdon,

valid and at

who has

been

critically

times

ill

an

in-

and help defray convention expenses.

for two

April

years, seems to be gaining steadily.
Miss Marie Sawyer, who has been ont of
health for several years, joined her sister
Helen in Paris, two weeks ago, and it is

hoped

that

season

a

away

from the

her

lovely

character

is

__

Heavenly Father, having called from
worthy brother, Joseph R. Harding, the
members of Pemetic lodge, No. 185, will ever
cherish his memory as a faithful and loving
Our

us a

sea-

Thomas Coughlin, of Bangor,
guest of Fred Patten Saturday.

brother. His kind face and cheerful words
will be greatly missed from our ranks.
Resolved, That by his removal. Pemetic
lodge, I. O. O. F., has lost a worthy brother
who was ever ready to wield his power for

ex-

The Pacific Commercial Advertiser, of
Honolulu. Hawaii, prints the following:
“Captain and Mrs. Thompson announce
the engagement of their daughter Edna
May to Mr. John L. Whitmore, of Wahiawa.” Friends of Mr. Whitmqre in
Southwest Harbor, where ha formerly
extend congratulations.

WEST FRANKLIN.
Daniel Clark has returned to Boston.
The ice left the ponds March 30-one

Lowell Hodgkins, and daughto
ter Elizabeth, had been making a visit
relatives in Boston, and also spent two
weeks at the home of Mrs. Whitcomb,

a

Mrs.

surprise

a

employed

Maynard
! day to join one of the southern
! as second engineer.
I

j

Not

a

Drop

of

Alcohol

friends here, returned
light station Friday.

H.

j

A medicine that increases the strength
a “tonic”?
tone of the whole system. What is an “alterative”?
A medicine that alters or changes unhealthy action to
healthy action. Name the best “tonic and alterative”?
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the only Sarsaparilla entirely free from
alcohol. Ask your own doctor all about it. Never take a
medicine doctors cannot endorse.
j. C. Ayer Co., Cc V;-7/7 Miss.

What is

Flora Herrick, formerly ol Bluewith her sister, Mrs. Otis Conary,
after being at tbe hospital at Bangor during the winter.
Mrs.

bill,

is

Lewis

Treworgy,

one

SEAL COVE.
Miss Grace Gray has charge of the postoffice.
W. W. A. Heath is at Northeast Harbor
surveying land.
Charlie Rowe, of Swan's Island, visited
his brother, W. S. Rowe, last week.
Mrs. W. S. Rowe and little son have gone
to McKinley, to atop with her mother,
Mrs. Pottle.
Clinton Gray and HerbertJSswyer are
getting I land ready for planting. At
Center, E. J. Reed has planted peas.
C. M. Reed, who has employment at
Northeast Harbor, has moved his family
there. John Pervear and wife have gone
to Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. Ida Norwood and daughter, Mrs.
Millie Lopaus, have arrived home from
Rockland, where they visited Capt.
Norwood, who is having bis vessel, the F.
C. Pendleton, put in order for sea.
N.
April 2.

of the selectmen,

FRANKLIN ROAD.

-Tni/rmH
iam

Why Suffer

IfSK ?

Mrs. John Marshall, who haB been quite
ill the last few days, is better.

It is not necessary. Here ia the remedy that will give von
“L. r.
prompt relief—the famous old family life guard.
Atwood’s Medicine for three generations, has been the
unfailing corrector of all irregularities of the digestive
organs. It is a valuable regulator of the stomach, liver
and bowels.
Kapi*«. M».
“My husband has hem sick and what he ate distressed him. He has tried everything, but found
no relief until he began taking the true iL. F.' and
he is all right now.
MRS. CHESTER MOSHER.
“L. F." in big red letters is on every bottle.
36 cts. for a large bottle. Write for liberal sample to

THE “L. F.” MEDICINE CO,

Mrs. EfBe Tracy and little daughter
Leta are visiting relatives in Dedham.
Fred Graves is helping John McKay
raise and otherwise repair his small barn.

McFarland, of West Hancock,
guest ot John Marshall and lamily
Irvin

a

was
re-

cently.
Mona Young, little daughter of George
and Rose Young, celebrated her niDth

Portland, Me.

Island

__

will go to West Pownal Tuesday to plaoe a
boy, Charlie Trundy, in the school for
feeble-minded.
C.
April 4.

Without daily action of the bowels poisonous products must he absorbed. Then you have
tapureblood.hilionsncss. headache. Ask your doctor about Ayer's Pills lor constipation.

Bear

Easter Bunday was observed here by
the children of the Sunday school class
by singing and recitations. The church
was prettily decorated with potted plants,
foliage and Easter lilies.
Kis.
April 2.

EAST SURRY.
Mrs. J. A. Cbatto was called to Bayside
Saturday by tbe serious illness of her sister, Mrs. Robert B. Carter.

or

to

steamers

in
Miss Alice Mills commences teaching
Biuehill and Mrs. Ivan Farnham at South
Brooksville this morning.
Sunday, April 3, two were united with
Mrs. Henry
the Congregational church
White and Miss Ada Mills.
—

I

5.

Tapley

Ceatine high

home.
|i winter, is atRobinson
left for Boston Satur-

|

April

Polly
the

CMOIIWTON. OHIO.

Edward Skelton returned to Brunswick
at
this morning to resume his studies
Uowdoin.
has been
Capt. George A. Stevens, who
on a Sound steamer the past

OBITCABY.

her

on

are

JAMES PEPPER.
^

school.

WALTHAM.

birthday anniversary, officiating.
March 30. The daughters of the house
day later than in 1902.
w ere in the
TREMONT.
secret, and received considerHiram Butler and wife have gone to Belable criticism duritig the day for not
Frank Rich left Monday for Lynn,
a
fafiB,
on
work
td
grade
Mrs.
better attending to their duties.
accompanying Mrs. Hodgkins buck.
Maas., where he has employment.
Eddie Caler arrived home from New
Johnson was deeply engaged in transthe
observed
was
by
T.
U.
W. C.
Capt. Levi Rich is confined to his home
tag day
Thursday, for a short visit.
the
when
Hampshire
! planting strawberry plants
illness. His friends
hope for bis
local union Wednesday, March 30, but as
by
to
has
F.
was
to
gone
Mrs. George
Springer
equal
guests began to arrive, but
the scheme had not been made generally
recm-ery.
Galen
Mrs.
speedy
her
visit
to
Holden
daughter,
l the occasion. Dainty refreshments were
known and there were but few workers
1
Mrs. C. H. Norwdba, who has been conStanley.
served at 1 o'oloctt, including the birththe result was not as good as could be
house for a week with a
and family are to move day cake, after which the birthday book lined to the
Butler
George
will
be
appointed,
wished. Another day
1
mill
at ! was passed. The distressed looks which j severe cold, is out.
Co.’s
Lumber
Franklin
the
to
on
the
wherein all who were not tagged
the table were not due to
brook.
George Clark went to Ellsworth Friday
| passed around
first day can have the privilege of giving | East
Ch’e’kr.
the year of birth but what the date might to attend the funeral of his aunt, Mrs.
The officers
April 4.
a nickel for a worthy object.
be. One guest said she would be sure Edward B. Wyman.
w hen
sbe got borne and looked in tbe
aosmwtmtnM.
Mrs. Rose Rich, who has been visiting
bible.
wife,

Tapley and
attending

Willie

Blodgett

John Haalam, one of Waltham’s oldest
citizens, died Monday evening after a
Herbert Martin has sold his property, short illness. Mr. Haalam was about his
including house and lot, to Harold D. place as usual Sunday, but Monday bad a
Hanna.
sinking spell and grew gradually weaker
Miss Carrie Dunbar went to Boston until he passed away. Death was due to
Saturday to be with her sister, Mrs. heart failure and old age.
Mr. Haslam was eighty-six years of
Eugene Jellison.
in
Walter Estabrook commenced digging age. He was for many years engaged
lumbering and farming in this region.
tbs cellar for his new honse to-day to reHe leaves four sons ond one daughter—
place the one burned last fall.
Alanson, of Lisbon Falla; Mrs. Samuel
Fletcher Martin has moved into the
Gould, of Hancock; Aldis, Koscoe and
Dunbar house on Mill hill. The mill is
Moses, of Waltham. Of his own family
lumber.
before
laths
long
sawing
two brothers and a sister survive him—
Services will be held in the church neat Frank B.
Haslam, of Stockton, Cal.;
Sunday, April 10. Sunday school at 10 Molbry K. Haalam, of Waltham, and Mrs.
be
of
officers
will
as
an
election
sharp,
Louisa Moore, of North Ellsworth.
held.
Funeral services were held at noon toFifteen ladies gave Mrs. Lelia Johnson day, Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth,

Committee,

Mrs. Venia G. Hodgkins, who spent the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. J. O.
Whitcomb,in Syracuse, N. Y., returned to
Southwest Harbor Saturday. Her son’s

was

MR-

WEST BROOK9VILLE.
laMrs. H»rry Tapley entertained the
dies’ circle, Thursday, March 31.
was in
George H. Tapley, of Bangor,
ancles.
town last week calling on his

_

Elwood Robertson will return to Ashvilie, having sold his business in Bangor.

that which was for the best, most satisfactory
and beneficial purposes, where his acts were
worthy of our imitation.
Resolved, That we extend our deepest sympathy to the family in the loss of a kind and
loving husband, father and brother.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, a copy of these
resolutions be spread upon our records, a
sent to The
copy sent to the family, and a copy
F.ils worth American.
8. 8. King,
A. T. Richardson.
HgNBY Clark,

tended to the sorrowing family.

jesided,

Amos Bragdon, of Sorremo, is seriously
ill of pneumonia.
G. H. Hanna is getting ready for the
season’s brick making.

Spray.

4.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

coast will be beneficial to both.
The many friends of Mrs. Edward Wyman here greatly regret her sudden death.
When she visited Southwest Harbor a few
weeks ago she was well and happy. The
sincere sympathy of all who knew and

appreciated

EAST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. Effle Baker commenced school in
Franklin April 4.

SObmtomtnt*.

COUNTY NEWS.

birthday March 28, by entertaining several
of her little friends.
Apples, popcorn,
cak9 and cocoa were served.
Hazel Butler has returned from a visit
with ber sister, Mrs. Charles Scribner, of
Green Lake.
Mrs. Flossie Lewis is recovering from a
severe cold. She has recently made a short
stay with her parents in Wytopitlock.
G.
April L

COUNTY NEWS

of the county convention, to be held here
May 24-25, have engaged an excellent
speaker, Mrs. Lambert, of New York. The
divided
money collected will be equally
between national, State and local uuions

Fred Jones returned to Belfast this
morning, after spending the week-end at
his old borne, with bis sisters.
Mis* Jennie Davis, of Bar Harbor, and
Freeman L. Grindle, of Bluehill, were
married at North Brookaville, March 29,
by Ira J. Cousins, eat).
to

Albert Wilson went to Ban (for last week
His daughter
the yacht Aria.

Join

Grace has employment at Castine. Miss
Mrs. Maggie
Inga Wilson is boarding with

<aj
1

|
!
:

WAS troubled a good deal with
Htumsch trouble, which grew worn

steadily.
“I wan induced through nn ndv itic*.
mont to take Peruna.
1 have
,4
one lK>ttlo and feel a gn at <1:
9
In my conilition. I intend to <
e
n
taking Peruna until enlin-!—Mr. Jamea Pepper, Cardingj_

Chronic Stomach TroMiis,

Blodgett.

Mr. Henry O. Sheet, Ci. ;n.;
St., No. 1005, San Lui. Ol
Sunconcert
Foster
an
tional church gave
writes" "I had catarrh of-h
a
school had
so I could not dlgeit anj
n
day evening, March 27. The
4
was
which
cooked.
prepared a special program,
well received by a good-sired audience.
I cr
“X took Pernna and n
The church was decorated with F-aster
anything. I have great faith in ]■• roaa,
lilies, potted plants and evergreen.
as I was troubled an much, and ih- doo.
!
1
It it a
tora could not help me anv.
Mrs. Hattie E. Tapley and daughter,
great blessing to me to be able to work
Miss Hattie L., have arrived home from
and aleep,
Norfolk, Ya., where they spent the winter. and eat
| They were accompanied by their son and I *‘I had been tronhied tor fifteen yesra.
I am well and atrong again, and I hara
brother, Capt. Robert E. Tapley, who re| turned to his home in Norfolk Saturday. ] I)r. Hartman to thank for it."
Can Now Eat Anything.
They came all the way up the coast by
steamer, with smooth seas, fine weather,
Mr. J. W. Pritchard, Columbia City,.
and Mrs. Tapley, who had been ill for the
Ind., writes: “I have been cured of capast month, Btood the trip finely.
tarrh of the stomach hy Peruna. X
April
could hardly amt anything that agreed
Before I would get half
with me.
SALISBURY COVE.
through my meal my atomai-h w,.uld
vishas
been
Robert Hamor, of Bangor,
fill with gaa, causing me much di,treat
iting friends and relatives here recently.
and nnpleaaant feelings. But, thanks
to yonr Pernna, I am now completely
Mrs. Charles Bulger, of Bar Harbor,
visited her sister, Mrs. Ceylon Emery, last Cured, and can oat any thing I v. a at."
»

The Sunday School of the Congrega-

4._Tojmosc.

week.

Maynard W. Emery, of Rockland, spent
Saturday and Sunday with his parents,
Isaac Emery and wife.
Miss Christine Wallace, of Lamolne
Beach, has been the guest of Mias Thelma
Johnsonlhe past week.
Leon L. Smith returned home Wednesday from Portland, where he has spent the
past few weeks visiting his parents,
Winfield S. Smith and wife.
Mias

Gladys Hamor, formerly of this

place, now of Bangor, spent several days
here recently visiting relatives and irienda,
Mias Oladya, who ia a great favorite here,
was
warmly welcomed by her many
friends.
R.

April 4.
WEST HANCOCK.

The farm buildings ol Martin Phillips
were burned last Wednesday afternoon.

M. E. Holmes
G E N ERAL

INSURANCE

Peters

UNITED STATES'BBANCH 0» THE
PHCENIX ASSURANCE CO., Ltd.,
OF LONDON,
The amount of its U. S. deposit, $310,000 00
ASSETS IN THE U. S. DEC. 31, 1909.
Cash on hand and in the hands
of agents or other persons,
$ 178,381 23
market value.
State bonds,
447.000 00
707.000 00
Municipal bonds,
Railroad bonds,
1,631,630 00
'•
2.33C 00
Stocks,
Debts otherwise secured,
7,22105
Debts for premiums.
387,517 89
All other securities. Interest
due and accrued,
37,094 88

Total assets,
$8,398,181 06
LIABILITIES.
Losses adjusted and not due,
$ 17,067 00
Losses unadjusted,
153,180 00
Losses in suspense, waiting for
further proof,
16,533 00
All other claims against the
34,259 56
company,
▲mount necessary to reinsure
$1,928,101 82
outstanding risks,
Total

liabilities,

$2,149,141 38

NIAGARA FIRR INS. CO.,
25 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1909.
Nil
Real estate.
I 672.000
Mortgage loans.
Nil
Collateral loans.
4.101,787
Stocks and bonds,
831.881
Cash in office and bank.
480.595
Agents’ balances,
Nil
Bills receivable.
42.466
Interest and rents.
Nil
All other assets.
Gross assets,
Deduct items not

admitted,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES
Net unpaid losses.

60
51
22

67

$6,122,658 84

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.

2.2M.308

SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
INS. CO.,

gClUCY, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909.

$6,128,680 90
6,022 06

DEC. 81, 1909.
$ 261,930
2,786.419
30.000
750.000

Block, Ellsworth, Maine.

QUINCY MUTUAL FIRS INS. CO.,

00

es es

Total liabilities and surplus, 6,122,658 84
M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

AGENCY,

• 27,751 00

Real estate,

Mortgage loans.

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not

admitted,

76.979 33
130.600 00
507.357 50
82,596 93
14,053 24
4,372 73
$793,709 73
3,592 60

Admitted assets,
$790,117 13
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 5,000 92
Unearned premiums.
276,3*6 87
All other liabilities.
3,017 72
505.705 62
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$790,117 18
M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
ELL8WORTH, ME.
FRANK E. WALLS, Agent.
BAR HARBOR. ME.

SPRING PIBLD,
ASSETS DEC.
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,

Gross assets,

MASS.

31, 1909.
$ 300,000 00
767,720 00
6,000 00
6.961,790 00
801.896 39
886.896 79
47,165 06

$9,761,160

23

Admitted assets,
$9,761,460 23
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1909.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 381,912 56
Unearned premiums,
4,369,974 40
All other liabilities,
291.511 76
Cash capital,
2,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,718,061 53
Total liabilities and surplus, $9,761,460
M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

23

THE PENNSYLVANIA FIRE INS. CO.,
PHILADELPHIA. PA,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1909.
Real estate,
$ 189,377 07
Mortgage loans.
208,600 00
Collateral loans,
299,828 36
Stocks and bonds.
5,907.261 58
Cash in office and bank,
144,401 40
Agents' balances,
595.121 44
Interest and rents.
76,460 10
Gross assets.
Deduct items not

$7,420,747 95

admitted,

121,328 85

Admitted assets,
$7,299,419 10
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1909.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 313,047 97
Unearned premiums,
4,006,049 70
All olher liabilities,
30,000 00
Cash capital.
750.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
2,200,321 43
Total liabilities and surplus, $7,299,419 10
M. E. HOLMES. Agent,

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

ril>ELlTir-PBEMX FIRE

IKS-

CO,

or kbw roan.

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1909.
* 196,964 *
Real estate.
V4J.5WO
Mortgage loan*.
6,050.0* V.
Stocks and bonds,
1.6CUW31
Cash in office and bank.
794.:** ;•»
Agents’ balances.
221.41- 64
Bills receivable.
16.625 51
Interest and rents.
330,626 25
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

•10,168.1V'
3tl4.9C

SPi
19

Admitted assets,
30,973.24: i9
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1909
Net unpaid losses,
3
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
1,600,o»'
511,396
Surplus over all liabilities,

^

Total

13
liabilities and surplus. 39,973,217
M. E. HOLMES. Agent.
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Fire, Marine, Accident, Automobile, Casualty, Yacht, Burglary,
Steam Boiler, Plate Glass, Health

INSURANCE.
M. E. HOLMES,

-

-

-

-

Peters Block, Ellsworth.

